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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO. MONDAY, AUGUST 5. 1912.
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declare that. !he con si ut ion's purSENATORS VOTE
pose is 'lo form a perfect union and SOME
to promote the general welfare.' To
do just that is the very heart of the
AGAINST WOOL BILL
Albert
Progressive cause," declared
J. Beveridge, temporary chairman of
the Progressive national convention,
in ca'ling that body to order today. PROGRESSIVES HOLD THAT TWENTY NINE
Mr. Beveridge toid in detail the purPER CENT AD VALOREM IS TOO LOW
pose and program of (he Progressive
IF BOARD'S REPORT
IS CONSIDERED
party. "Abuse,' he said, "will only
it
it,
ridicule, only hasten
strengthen
growth, falsehood only speed its vic- Washington, D. C. Aug. .".The
tory.
who voted for the wool tar"Knowing the price we must pay, iff revision were Senators Bristow,
the sacrifice we must make, the bur Clapp, Crawford, Gronna, LaFollette,
dens we must carry, the assaults we and Works. Senator Cummins was
knowing full well the paired against the measure. He said
t. we enlist and we enlist for
that if free to vote, lie would oppose
the war.
For we know the justice i", because h" believed the 211 per cent
of our cause, and we know, too, its ad valorem duty on wool much lower
certain triumphs."
than could be justified by a study of,
Mr. Beveridge spoke in part as fol- the tariff board's report.
lows:
Senators Nelson, McCumher. Town-- "
"We stand for a noble America. We send and others also explained their
stand for an undivided nation.
We opposition to the compromise bill on
stand for a broader liberty, a fuller the ground that the rates and the baWe stand for a social bro- sis of ad valorem tariffs, were not in
justice.
therhood as against savage individ- accord with the tariff board's recomWe stand for an intelligent mendations.
ualism.
cooperation instead of a reckless comWe stand for mutual help- LIEUTENANT BECKER
petition.
fulness instead of mutual hatred.
ENTERS PLEA OF NOT
GUILTY TO MURDER.
"We stand for equal rights as a fact
of life instead of a catchword of politics.
We stand for the rule of the He is Arraigned for Having Been Man
of Herman
Who Caused Slaying
people as a practical truth instead ol
Rosenthal the Gambler.
a meaningless pretense.
We stand
for a representative government that
5.
Counsel for Porepresenls the people. AVe battle for liceNew York, Aug.
Lieutenant Charles Becker, the
the actual rights of man.
central figure in the Rosenthal mur"To carry out. our principles,
we
der case, today entered a plea of not
have a plain program of constructive
to the indictment charging the
form. We mean to tear down only guilty
policeman with murder in the first deof
is
which
that
date: gree in the killing of Herman Rosenwrong and out
and where we tear down we mean to thal.
build what is right and fitted to the
New York Aug. 5. A mass of evitimes. We barken vo the call of the dence is to be presented to the
grand
We mean to make
laws jury this week out of which the ofpresent.
fit conditions as they are and meet ficials of the
public prosecutor's office
the needs of the people who are on believe several indictments for
earth today. That we may do this,
will be found against cerwe found a party through which all tain police officials for grafting from,
who believe with 113 can work with the gambling houses.
tts; or rather, we declare our alleg
iance to the party which the people
themselves founded,
CITY MARSHAL TAKES
"For this party comes from
the
It has grown from the
grass roots.
SANDOVAL IN TOW
soil of the people's hard necessities.
It has the vitality of the people's
The people have
strong convictions.
work to be done and our party is CLOTHING AND OTHER PROPERTY VALUED
here to do that work."
AT A3GUT SIXTY DOLLARS IS RECOVThe speaker discussed the republican and democratic parties, the "boss
ERED WHEN NEGRO WITH A SPANISH
system" and "special interests," say- - j
NAME IS CAUGHT.
ing among other things:
notorious
moment
"At the present
When City Marshal Rafael Gomez
of both
bosses are in the middle
parties in various important states arrested a negro who had been here
which must be carried to elect a pres- only a few days, Saturday night, he
ident.
Neither of the old party's recovered about sixty dollars in clothnominees for president can escape ob- ing and other property claimed by
ligations to these old party bosses, nor Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Bolander of Nam-bThe arrest or the negro was
shake their practical hold on many
powerful members of the national made by the police after they had
hunted all over the city, for the
legislature.
A clever bit of detective
"Under this boss system, no matter property.
which party wins, the people, seldom work landed the negro in the toils.
win, hut the bosses almost always Through several men the police learned that the negro was trying to sell
win."
Continuing this discussion of par- a suit of clothes. They followed him
and the marshal assorts he caught
ties, Mr. Beveridge said:
"The south has men and women as him in the act. of disposing of a suit
of Mr. Bolander's clothing.
He was
genuinely progressive and others as
locked up.
The Bolanders were en
genuinely reactionary as those in
Yet rente in a wagon to the green corn
other parts of our country.
for well known reasons, the sincera dance at Santo Domingo and the
and honest southern progressives and property was taken from the wagon.
reactionaries vote together as a single Th estolen goods recovered consisted
1 suit case, 2 new suits belonging
party, which is neither progressive o;
nor reactionary. They vote a dead tra- to Mr. Bolander, and several gowns
The
dition and a local fear, not a living belonging to Mrs. Bolander.
conviction and a national faith. They negro will be prosecuted.
vote not for the democratic party,
but against the republican party. They STEVER WILL GET
want to be free from this condition;
HIGHER JOB IN ARMY.
they can be free from it through the
national progressive party.
Washington, D. C, Aug. 5 The
which nominations of Col. E. Z. Stever, U.
"The root of the wrongs
hurt the people is the fact that the S. A., now in command of the troops
the Mexican border, to be a
people's government has been taken along
of the line, and that
away from them. Their government brigadier general
mast be given back to the people. of Col. George Andrews, attached to
And so, the first purpose of the pro- the department of the east, at New
York to be adjutant general of the
gressive party is to make sure the
were sent to the senate today
rule of the people. The rule of the army
by President Taft.
themmeans
the
that
people
people
selves shall nominee as well as elect
X
for office, including
all candidates
&
TODAY'S PROGRAM.
senators and presidents of the I'nited
X
States."
to X
10:30 Walking excursion
Mr. Beveridge said American busiFort Marcy for the study o local X
ness is uncertain and unsteady com'
X
X
of
other
history.
business
with
the
pared
3:30 "The Romance Campag-- X
X
na and its Monuments," Dr. liar-- X
"What, then," he asked, "must we
X
do to make American business betry L. Wilson.
ter? We must do nhat other nations X 8: DM "Heredity and Evolu-- X
tion, by Prof. F D. A. Cockerel'. X
l'tve done. We must end the abuses
"Historic Epochs in Art," by X
those X
of business by striking down
X
abuses instead of striking down busi- X Dr. Hector Alliot,
TOMORROW'S PROGRAM.
X
ness itself.
10:30
excursion X
Walking
"We must try to make little busi- X
ness big and all business honest, in X around the Old Valace and the X
stead of striving to make big busi- X presentation of this ancient seat X
X
ness little and yet letting it remain X of government.
X
3:30 "The Pima Indians," T. X
dishonest.
X
"As the Sherman law now stands, X IT. Parkhurst.
S: 00 "The City or Rome In
no two business row can arrange X
their mutua' affairs and be sure that X Antiquity," Dr. Harry h. Wll-- X
son.
X
they are not law breakers. Under
the decrees of the courts, the oil and X "Historic Epochs in Art," Dr. X
X Hector Elliott.
X
X
(Continued on Page Five.)
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Aug. 5. Senator
Washington,
I.a Follette today by a resolution
a radical change in the method
D. C.
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ot amending the constitution of the!
By its terms, a ma- jority of the two bouses of congress

il'nited States.
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Los Angeles, Cal., Aug. 3. Judge
Hut ton ruled today in the bribery trial
o Clarence S. Darrow that the de- examination
fendant under cross
could be asked an impeaching
ques- 11011 o:lsea 011 me
stenographic report
of a conversation between
Darrow
and his former chief investigator.
Did you think Harrington was try- tut: uaiagi ain
nib i yj iidi' juu

j

:
i
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BEVERIDGE IS TEMPORARY CHAIRMAN

DICTAGRAPH
AS A TRcHP

i

Paris, Aug. 5. Raymond Poincaire,
the French premier, started today for
Russia with all the ceremony that
usually marks a state niltrrimaee.
Aristide Briand, minister of justice;
Theophile del Casse, minister of ma- tine; Albert LeBrun, minister for the,
colonies; Arman Meelard, chief of the!
i rnt nrn!
nine , .a Pi no urotoft nt i r.
lice of Paris; the secretaries and at
taches of the Russian embassy and
the staff of the French foreign office
were all present at the station to emphasize the occasion, while in the premier's train, traveled all the leading
journalists of France who always mobilise when Questions of 'high politics
ere in the air.
the
questions and
Franco-Russianaval convention sigin St.
nature of which by M. Point-aiPetersburg will bring the whole of
the fighting forces of the allies within
tile terms of an offensive and defensive alliance, are to be the main subjects of discussion between the emperor of Russia, Sir Sergius Sazarioff,
Iiussian minister of foreign affairs and
the French visitor.
The most prominent feature of the
isit will be the
naval
agreement which will claim immedi-
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Las Cruces, N. M., Aug. 5. Maria
Wolfford Ballew, girl wife of the man
who ran amuck at South Platte, Colorado, is three miles from here on the.
W. G. Stew'farm of her
She is only
art, with her mother.
16 years of age.
The girl married Bellew last fall,
going with him to South Platte. Asserting that she ws abused by her
husband, she left her husband July
21 and returned here.
Since then it
U said
that Ballew has written
threatening his wife unless she returned to him.
step-fathe-

SALAZAR (S
MOUING UP

Los Angeles, Cal., Aug. 5. The abandoning of Los Angeles and the making of El Centro and Brawley, in the
Imperial Valley, the headquarters of
the Mexican rebel junta, is the latest
move of Orozco's followers, according
to Pedro Martin, special Mexican government secret service agent.
Juarez, Mex., Aug. 5. Inez Salazar
the rebel leader responsible for the
disarming of the American colonists,
is heading for the border with 1,000
On his way Salazar is derebels.

stroying the Mfexico Northwestern
railway.
The oncoming insurrectos will join
PRESIDENT TAFT AND WIFE
Orozeo, who with about 500 men reATTEND FUNERAL. mains here. Salazar's arrival at Juar
ez

Washington, D. C, Aug. h President Taft and Mrs. Taft will leave
Washington tonight for Cincinnati to
attend the funeral of John W. Herron,
Mrs. Taft's father, who died there
early today.
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bill
X
Postoffice
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X taken up.
X
Norman E. Mack testified be- X fore
committee
investigating
X campaign funds that he refused a
X contribution from Colonel M. J.
X Guffey in 1908.
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THAT RIGHTS OF THE PEOPLE UNDER COR CONSTITUTION IS THE VERY HEART AND

Ford.
"Xo, I didn't think any one would
Chicago, 111., Aug. 3. The national
try to do a thing as mean as that; not
even the district attorney."
progressive party took its place In
the arena of American politics here
today when its first national conven0R9ZCO IS KILLED
in the Coliseum
tion assembled
where the republican national eon- ention was held seven weeks ago.
IN DEMING SALOON
olonel Theodore Roosevelt, spon- sor for the new party, arrived in Chi- cago this morning, but did not attend
r the
convention.
BUT HE IS HOT THE REBEL GENERA- L-! t!le fiIst sessi011
of
will deliver his "confession
'He
SLAYER ESCAPES
TO THE HILLS AND;faiih- tomorrow.
Former Sena,ov A1,Jprt J- niveri,,se
HAS NOT YET BEEN CAUGHT.
of
was elected temporary chairman
the convention, after Senator Bixon
Denting, X. M., Aug. u. snerut &ie-- ' had called the assemblage to order
l'l!ens antl nis l'osse have not yet run and prayer had been offered. Senator
nown Lequiades Ponce, who is wanted Beveridge,
greeted with prolonged
or the ki'ling of Esquibel Orozeo i:i cheers, delivered his keynote speech
ate attention.
Here Saturday bristling with the most advanced
The eventual opening of the Darda- the Paiaee saloon
T.elles and the steps necessary
fonnisht and the serious wounding of ideas of progressivism.
its accomplishment also are to be dis- Jesus Delgado during a fight with; The floor of the big convention hall
Ponce escaped to the hills was crowded, and the galleries, slow
cussed during the fourteen days- visit knives.
of M. Poincaire.
It is pointed out and has eluded his pursuers thus far. to fill at first, held but comparatively
here that this is likely to be the burn- Orozeo was not the genera of the few empty seats-whethe convention
ing question in the settlement of the Mexican rebels although distantly re- - got under way shortly before one
Turco-Italiawar, for it is felt that lated to him. He was stabbed through o'clock.
Russia is not building $15,000,000 the heart and Delgado was horribly. The delegates were most enthusias-slashed- .
Ponce went into the saloon 'tic, frequently interrupting the pro-andreadnaughts in the Black sea with
announced his intention of mak- - ceedings with cheers and applause,
the intention of anchoring t'hem in an
enclosed lake, and unless the question ing mince men of the two men. I'.o
Colonel Theodore Roosevelt arrived
is settled soon, it is bound1 to cause then proceeded to attack them with a at S:03 a. m. He was given an enpnother European
upheaval at the large knife. The other patrons of the thusiastic welcome and hurried to
time of completion of the ships a saloon soon became conspicuous
by headquarters to the Congress hotel,
their absence.
He was received by a delegation of
duple of years hence.
progressives headed by George W.
XXXXXXVXXXX Ferkins and Gov. Hiram W. Johnson
SENORA RI3ERA IS
METAL PRODUCTION IN
X of California.
LAID TO REST THIS
NEW MEXICO.
With the arrival of Colonel Roose
MORNING FROM CATHEDRAL.
X velt, the talk of Governor Johnson,
The gold and silver production X of California, for vice president re
She Was Wife of Telesforo Ribera,
in Xew Mexico showed an in- ceived new impetus.
County Assessor, and Died Saturto
continued
Johnson
crease in 1911, that of gold $2S0,- - X
Governor
from
Heart
Failure.
day
maintain an entirely neutral attitude.
3S4, and silver $272,153. Copper
decreased as compared with 1910 X Leaders it is Said, haTr? not been able
Senora Ribera, wife of county asto the value of $78,897; lead $5G,- - X to agree upon a southern man and
sessor Telesforo Ribera. who died
The to- - X there was a strong belief that GovC37; and zinc $393,240.
Saturday from heart failure, was laid
tal value of the metal production X ernor Johnson would eventually be
to rest this morning in San Rosario
of New Mexico increased, as X chosen.
cemetery after requiem mass at the
compared with 1910 figures, by X
cathedral which was largely attended
X
$13,7G3.
by the many friends of the family.
Senora Ribera was. 42 years old and
was the mother of five children. The
bereaved family has the sympathy of
ail,
j
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stales acting through the legislatures through popular vote.
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LISTENING. YOU BET!!

glass insulated speaking rostrum under the flying sounding board.
He held up his hand for siienc-?"Ladies and gentlemen,"
he said
"the Convention will now come to
order."
lie briefly reviewed the signing of the ca'l for the convention.
"In the past fev weeks i u.ilion
las seen a new alignment of American politics.
"Within four weeks, responding to
our call, are assembled here today
more delegate representatives of the
nation than ever before assembled on
American soil."
Senator Dixon then called on Sectary O. K. Davis to read the Progr
call for the convention.
The
reading was frequent!)'
interripted
Tl-.;
ry applauw.
knn "Thou shult
not steal," appearing on the call, was
greeted with chee-s- .
The names of those signing the
call were read wilh cheers greeting
each name.
When Senator Dixon's
name was called a mild demonstrati )ii
started.
When the reading of 'he
call ended, Senator Dixon called on
Rev. T. F. Dornb!azer, who pronounced the prayer.
When Senator Beridge mentioned
President Taft in connection with the
Paine tariff law, the progressive dele
gates greeted the name with boolis
and jeers.
In conclusion he lead the entire assemblage in the Lord's prayer, delegates and galleries joining in the familiar words.
A round of cheers greeted Senator
Dixon's announcement
that former
Senator Beveridge of Indiana had
been selected as temporary chairman.
Senator Dixon introduced him in a
the
flattering eulogy and he began
key note speech.
"The first words of the Constitu- tion are, 'We are the people,' and t'hey

e.

XXXXXXXXXXX

all of

the rebels operating in Chihuahua.
Valentine, Texas, Aug. 5. An appeal lias been received here from the
people of Candelaria, Texas, south of
here on the Mexican border. The
people say the rebels have taken San
Antonio, which is the Mexican settlement opposite Candelaria, and that
United
Candelaria Is threatened.
States troops are to be sent from Mar-fa- ,
where a command is in camp.
Hachita, N. M., Aug. 5. Five hundred Mormons, fleeing from Colonia
Diaz, where the rebels robbed them
of their ammunition and told t'hem all
guarantees of protection had been
withdrawn, have arrived here.
They traveled overland in 87 wagons. They arrived without food and
are being cared for by the United
States government, which is shipping
supplies and tents here from El Paso.

DETAILS OF BIG CONVENTION.
Chicago, 111., Aug. 5 The big coliseum, transformed in a few weeks
from the battleground of the Republican national convention to the meeting place of the National Progressive
lKirty, was thrown open shortly before
11 o'clock today.
The scene, except
for the lack of jam in the galleries
was almost identical with that of the
republican convention.
The hail was gaily decorated with
The big sounding
flags and bunting.
board suspended by wires over the
speaker's stand, looking for oil the
world like an aeroplane in flight, attracted much attention.
Large canvas portraits were a
feature of the decorations.
Shortly
after noon the delegates began ti
arrive in the hail in increasing numbers.
At 12:20 Senator Dixon of Montana,
national chairman of the new party,
who was to call the convention to cider, arrived at the hall and was
cheered as he went upon the stage.
Former Senator Albert J. Bevei-idge- ,
temporary chairman, was seated at this time in the Indiana
awaiting the ratification of his
selection as chairman when the convention should get under way.
The delegate section was now
crowded and the aisles were choked.
The temporary roll of the convention
had not been completed when it was
called to order and it was impossible
to give an exact number of delegates.
They occupied all the space used at
the Republican corvention with its
At
total of nearly 1100 delegates.
12:40 the sergeant at arms was directed to clear the aisles and tnj
convention prepared to get under
way.
At 12:43 Senator Dixon rapped for
order and took up a place on the
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Th e Little Store

GOOD LECTURES
BEING DELIVERED

MARCONI

MONDAY,

the Hondale neighborhood

PEOPLE WILL

AUGUST 5, 1912.

state that

nit? lumaiu

uiujj is in excellent condition and that the plants are putting
on an abundance of fruit. The asBUILD PLANT
sociation will soon receive a carload
of cons for taking care of the early
(By John S. Harris.)
Students of the School of Ameri- SITE FOR GREAT STATION WHICH WILL canning.
The resignation of V. S. Hillis, as
can Archaeology began their work in
of the Deming chamber of
secretary
WITH
COMMUNICATE
LONDON
DIRECT
earnest yesterday. The morning was
commerce took place today and Roy
devoted to regis! rat ion, more students
IS JUST PURCHASED IN NEW JERSEY.
to succeed
Mr.
Efdicheck, elected
registering than on any previous
Hillis, has taken charge of the office.
day.
The mandamus hearing before Judga
New York, Aug. .1. Contracts have
In the afternoon, Hired or Hewett
Colin Neblett to compel the County
gave the first of his lectures on "The been signed and checks paid by the Clerk to
issue A. B. Shadinger a
Monuments of the 4ztees." This lec-- Marconi Wireless Telegraph compnu
license to do a saloon business in
ture was illustrated by a series of of America for 550 acres of land near
X. J., intended as a site for a Columbus was continued last night
slides, so that with, the lecture, one Belmar,
until about 12. The testimony wa?
obtained a better idea of these won- long distance wireless station to com--:
siimnicate with Ixmdon. The land has ali concluded and the arguments of
than
derful and mysterious
people
both water and land transportation the counsel heard. Judge Xeble:t has
any amount of reading could give.
taken the case under advisement and
facilities at hand.
The first lecture dealt with the
John Bottomley, general manager will render his decision shortly,
"out posts" of the Aztec tribe.
The
s
There will be a meeting of the
jof the Marconi Company, said that the
origin of the Aztec is unknown al-- i
and specifications for the erec- gressives of Luna county tonight at
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
though there are two traditions as to ition of the towers on this station are the
city hall for the purpose of form- WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES. WE GIVE REGISTER
TICKETS it. One is that they came from the now in preparation and work will be ing a
club,
East by water, and the other that commenced very soon. He hopes to The
of ball played yesterday
game
they came from the North.
have the new station open for busi- - afternoon between the soldiers from
i ne illustrations
snown, orougnt 1e
1)y June h
Ft BIisg an(J tQe Deming team regu,t.
out the remarkable similarity of build-Said Mr Bottomley: "The estimate ed in a score of 14 to 2 in favor of the
BullAztec
and
of
"Mound
the
the
ing
ol tne cost of construction is from soldiers.
ders" of the Mississippi valley
WE SOCK THE KNIFE IN TO PRICES ON HARDWARE. .A BIG
The $500,000 to $750,000. It may go be-- ,
Mes8r8. Reames and 80n of Mesilla
mounds' in the Mississippi Valley yon(j that. Mr. Marconi will be here;Park have
th EIite restau.
AT LITTLE PRICES I SOUR WAY OF DOING
BUSINESS
purcnased
are made of black dirt but are very
j,n September to superintend the erec!rant on silver avenue frora G. L Daii.
to
similar in shape
the pyramids of ition work. The land cost us between !ey.
Tney retajn tneir restaurant at
Old Mexico, which are made of stone $125,000 to $140,000, but nearly half of
and will run both establish-anMesilla,
WE ARE NOT AFRAID THAT OUR BUSINESS
IS
SOON
dirt. The pyramids of Old Mex-- ; this may be sold again in lots because ments . They will also open a coal
ico
turn
in
are
to
of
in
those
much
like
for
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
order
the uusiness nere jthin the near future.
GOING TO BLOW OU. WE ARE HERE TO STAY, BY CARRYING
get a proper site
sta-- i
r
Egypt, although no tombs have been construction of the
t s Vaueht of Alaenolia Miss, ar- WHAT
THE PEOPLE WANT AND BY DOING A SQUARE BUSIALFALFA SEED.
All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages found in them so tor.
tion, u.uuu ieet lung aim j.omr iwi wVed in Demine this morning.
Mr.
One of the Aztec pyramids was broad, we had to purchase more !and;Vauht ,nas been pr0Specting in New
NESS.
measured in 1S0C and found to be at than was required. The price must Mexico and Arizona for several weeks
Fe
The, only exclusive grain house in
been
what
at least four times
the and states that Deming is about the
Wood-Davi- s
that time larger than the Egyptian have
lh est town that he has found,
pyramids, being 1,400 square feet at farmers paid for it 20 years ago.
The site In New Jersey was selec Dr. Hewett measured this
the base.
If Its Hardware We Have It
Phone 14.
Phone 14
Blackwell
and Fieldness
Traveling over have moyed thejr gecon(J hand store
Phone Black same pyramid a century later and ew aner two montns
and
Connecticut
found the base contained but 1,300
It;f
th Manoney Duilding t0 the KU.
"
om as being the most suitable
square feet, showing that the farming
on sllver avemie.
buUdl
on-;
be
of the surrounding country had ,n. r. every day. Thw station
and
Jolm
Plowman,
en
to
with
time
"n
ample
operate
the;
Icroached on this to a considerable ex
connected with the Ha
gvs.
tern, purchased through Hon &
w
l
tne
London
.Marconi
Dy
lreiess
The ruins of the ancient houses of
160 acres of land eleven miles
I
: WHEN YOU CAN GET THE : :
Company Ltd. With a Teceiv- - south of
Dawson Coal
the Aztecs show that they did not
Deming. This land joins that
office in New York and a station
ing
Mr. Stein
build of the adobe brick, but they
about six
El Toro
Sawed Wood
to send messages across we purchased by
months ago. These gentlemen state
laid their houses in courses as we do nearby to
make a new era in wireless
expect
in making the modern cement buildthat
intend improving this proptelegraphy from a commercial point erty, they
and Mr. Plowman's nephew will
ings of today.
of view."
be here shortly to superintend the deMr. T. H. Parkhurst's lecture on the
Mr. Bottomlev added that he had
of the place. They have Delivered to your house. Patronize home
Snake
Dance
a
was
illopi
enjoyed by
obtained an option on land for a du-- : velopment
industry. Leave orders at
large audience last night considering piex station on Toms river or Barne-- ; secured from the local electric power
&
KAUNE
PHONE 26.
CO.'S
a
STORE,
a
line
that
company
power
promise
the other rival attractions. Mr. Park-- j gat bay, which will permit,
sending and
hurst's lantern slides were so com- - receiving at the same time, and he ex- - will be extended to this property in
the fall.
plete that it made it almost equal to pects that contracts of purchase will
All Kinds of Building Materials.
Thos. Haster of Casa Grande, Ariz.,
a trip to this weird dance itself. He shortly be executed.
who purchased land here last fall has
out
one
is
that
also
been
he
have
brought
Red
point
obtained,
Options
Doors,
and will likely begin the im- or" note locally.
The Green Corn said, on the Pacific coast for land on returned
of the same within the near
provement
fard 333 Hickox Street, Near Union Depot.
r
Dance at Domingo s much more which a
station for com- future. Mr. Haster
is
an
experienced
primitive and less corrupted by ex munication with Hawaii and the Phil- - nursery-man- .
Phone, Red 100
Phone, Red 100
Phone, Red 100
ternal influences than is the Snake ippines will immediately be erected.
A report reached here today from
LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
In fact the Santo Domingo There is also an option for a site in
Dance.
Hachita to the effect that ST wagons
Honolulu.
Indians have so successfuly guarded
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
of Mormon colonists containing 500
He also added that the Marconi
their secrets and traditions that very
Policies at Lowest Rates.
yes-- !
Hachita
people
passed
through
little is known about the meaning of Company will take over the entire asand that there were several
terday.
sets of the United "Wireless Company
this very interesting dance,
wagons containing Mormon colonists
It might be well to again remind early next week with the permission in Hermanas Friday. Four hundred
of
the courts, and that the infringe- Mormons
those who expect to attend the dance
For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and Orpassed through Deming last
tomorrow to take plenty of drinkables ment on the Marconi patents will be night from El Paso en route to Ari-PHONE 85 MAIN.
chards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.
as the water at the pueblo is untrt removed and replaced with Marconi zona where
they will be distributed
apparatus
entirely.
For Full Information Call,
Or. Phone No. tied 76
to urisk.
among the Mormon settlements of
AND
This means that 4S0 steamships pay- that state.
Certainly no one is able to follow
tti aboriginal mind for it is incon ing the Atlantic and Pacific coasts will
John White, who is in the employ
SWASTIKA LUMP
FACTORY WOOD iceivahie
that tie Hopi Indians should ue "nppeu nn me tuareoni system of the Santa Fe, was seriously hurt,
LUMP
in
nddition
to
the
SAWED WOOD
land stations w'hich in the yards yesterday. He is now in
select the building sites that they
ve uet n eleclea Y tne I nited Wire - the ladies'
STEAM COAL
did select, and which the slides show- CORD WOOD
hospital receiving medical
attention.
ed last night.
The Pueblo of Walpi less company.
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL
J. C. Hosack, architect of Deming.
is on a cliff six hurdred and forty
1
Montezuma Avenue, near A.f T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.
"57
is preparing plans for the reconstrucfeet above its supply of water and
tion of the residence of Wm, H.
wood as well as their agricultural
Small in Lordsburg.
It will be a
Now the necessity for protec-- I
1
land.
combination brick and pebble dash,
tion has disappeared the Government
and
colonial' style. The residence will
has tried to induce these Indians to
Deming, X. M., Aug. 4. Earl Van cost about $4,000. Work will begin oi
move down to the valley, but with no
Sickle has just completed
planting the building as soon as the plans are
success.
N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
sixty acres of beans on his farm four completed.
Mr. Parkhurst described
the nine miles east of
Van has in
Deming.
ODS, Electricity plays a most imporday feast passing rapidly over the twenty-siSuccessor to
acres
of onions from
first seven days and giving a rather which he will secure a
tant part. The grandfather would
yield of about
MORGAN LIVERY CO.,
full account of the ceremonies
HRAM.
o:i
J:??'1:"1 A"k yc"" ""'wi'i iw
thirty pounds, and the plants look to
4
be amazed at the radiance of the modthe eighth and ninth days. The first be
.ad
in excellent shape. He has some
jiJCv I'llla in lied and (.old
FIRST-CLAS- S
ith B'" Kil.!.on. V
.'"?s se'M
public observance in the long series twenty or
feS
ern
ItiiF of your V
thirty acres also in feed
why all this light? To
iJ 7.atB - otlwr.
of weird rites occurs on the eighth
AMtrnr'lll.rin-.TFfiT
stuff. He waters this land from one
Ji I'rngKl,.MOM ItKAXH PIl.l.s, f, S
more homelike to make
with
what
home
is
the
called
the
First-Clasknown
Tcubtikive well
as Uest. Safest. Always Keliai.l
make
day
years
Also
s
operate i by a 3G horsepower
Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons
sm n ry npunr.tsTS pvepvwhfsf
or Antelope Dance.
This dance is Crude Oil
engine.
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
performed at 5:30 P. m. in the main
P.
J.
a
Mr.
of
Case,
Phone Main 139
Van
neighbor
310 San Fracisco St.
for father, mother and children. Good light
plaza near a smell conical structure Sickle,
reports also sixty acres in MOUNTAIN VIEW RANCH.
called the
wb'ch is made of Cot
SANTA FE, N. M.
In
is easy on the eyes is very much to be
experimenting with Casa-- :
tonwood boughs. The opening of this jCrop.
has last year he found that this melon
Formerly Known as Windsor Ranch,
i
faces the south and immediatedesired.
paid so well .nd that there was so
COWLES, X. M. (PECOS RIVER),
ly in front of it is a thick plank in much demand for it
doubthat he has
which a hole has been made which led his
acreage this season. He has UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.
to the contracted with
represents the passage-wathe Rocky Ford com-- j Hunting, Fishinsr a place where sportsmen
LINE underworld.
take their families. Clean, pleasant
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
mission firm to deliver three carloads may
rooms, tine table and service, (lames, camp
The
ninth
known
as
is
of
day
the
Casabas
fires,
this fall. Mr. Case states
postoffice aud store. Write for booklet.
From
La Salle
or dance day and is the one that his Irish potato land will net
BARRANCA
TAOS anyone strongly addicted to the use him about $100
RITZHEIMER & MATTY, Props.
acre this season.
CHAS. GANN, Prop.
Meets Both North South of alcoholic liquors would do well to Dr. and Mrs. per
J. G. Moir returned
miss for it is on this day the snakes from a six weeks' visit spent in ChiTelephone II.
Bounds Trains.
NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND
Great cago, during which Dr. Moir
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of play such a prominent part.
took
of snakes are used in this postgraduate
quantities
23
in
Meals
the
cents.
Northwestern
Regular
the north bound train and arrives at
EXPRESS LINE.
IS QUITE SO CONVEN
ceremony, Mr. Lummis, stating that Medical College.
Dr. Moir renm-rRooms for Pent 25c and 50c.
Taos at 7 p. m.
ne once saw a pile lour ieet wide ana that there is great
IENT as to touch the button and
interest, especially
Short Ordert at All Hours.
Ten miles shorter than any other almost a foot
Red 161.
thick Vully two thirds among city people in getting back to
way. Good covere
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
hacks and good of the snakes used are the deadly rat'--; the land.
your stove is ready to cook your
He was flooded with
Leave Orders at Butt Bros. Drug Store
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teamt
which are treated by the Indian quiries while there
French Noodle Order J!0c a dlsn,
iron ready to use, your toasted
furnished commero'al men to take In dancers with no more
concerning the
Kew York Chop Suey BOc
concern than possibilities of New Mexico, and
the surrounding to'uns. Wlr R.nhude
for
the harmless variety.
the hurried breakfast, your vacupecially the Mimbres Valley.' He has
ready
Station.
the local chamber of commerce
Mr. Parkhurst states that while
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
these rattlers sometimes bite the in touch with some twenty five good
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heatdancers they pay absolutely no atten- - prospects which he picked up on his
rooms. Electricity will do every thing
ed
tion to the bites and suffer no ill ef- - summer travels.
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
C. Wight of Santiago, California, is
fects.
The lecture closed with
a slide in Deming and investigating condi- day aad n:ght Estimates and full inforshowing the Indians lined .ip along tions nere with a view to making Inmation cheeer fully given.
side of the cliff after taking a very vestment.
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
C.
F. Berry, who has been visiting
powerful emitic and if It had not been
for the costumes and the fact that no for several weeks in Texas, returned
'TheWestPoint of the Southwest.'
water was visible it would have re- today.
minded one of a trip to Catalina IsThe Upton Land & Cattle company
Ranked as "Distinguished
land from Los Angeles.
have
shipped in the last week four
"
Institution
by the U. S.
Dr. Hewett followed Mr. Parkhurst cars of fat cattle to El Paso butchers
War Department.
with a brief description of the Green and will continue shipment for
Dance at Santo Dmingo.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
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OW IS
eral weeks to come. Senator J. X.
TIME
Valley,3, 700 feet above sea level,
Department of the Interior,
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Conditions for physical
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Xotice is hereby given that FrancisMeridian, Miss., Aug. 5. One negro for fifteen years, and that he never
and mental development are
co Montoya y Martinez of Espanola,
was lynched and a mob was in
IDEAL such ascannotbe found
cattle as fat on New Mexico
h ide
N. M., who on Dec. 30, 1910,' aiade
suit of another near Hall's station, ranges as they are now
elsewhere in America. Fourone
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for
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014,735,
Homestead Entry
Ala., 40 miles east of here, according
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Morgan Miller made a trip in his
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and W
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to passengers arriving hero. The two utomouile witu four
graduates from standard Kast-erpassengers to
v.- Section 23, Township 21
SW
Ten buildings,
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negroes are said to have murdered a Nutt and Las c
here
modern in every respect.
has
; returning
X., Range 2 E., N. M. Meridian,
wh,te man namedTutt
;today
nQon
of experience In filed notice of intention to make final
years'
Regents
Thirty
four hours which indicates that the
five year proof, to establish claim to
K. A. CAHOON. President.
automobile roads over which he
tailoring in seme of the largest the land above described, before RegJ. K. RHEA,
are in fair shape.
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ister or Receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on
cities in Europe and America.
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WHITE, Treasurer.
The Mimbres Valley Growers and
JOHN W. POE. Secretary.
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SAM
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MOUNTAINAIR CHA UTAQUA
MOST EXCELLENT PROGRAM

rrstcniHl Societies
MASON!".
Montezuma

a violin
By Miss after devotional
exercises
p. in. Vocal
Dorothy Greathouse, Poitales. X". M. solo was rendered by Miss Olga Sel-kwliicli was very much enjoyed.
Miss Greathouse has a magnificent
voice, anil charmed all those who Miss Selke is a great artist in her
This being ended,
the
heard her. She has refused $0f per profession.
week to sing on the stasn, but redis- president, Mrs. Nutter introduced
til on the grounds that her voice was Mrs. Lila Carlin Moore, as the lecgiven her with which to do pood and turer of the evening. Mrs. Moore is
not merely to please. Sue also reciter a good and rapid talker and makes herShe was tailed upon to self well understood by all. She unbeautifully.
recite Hiawatha and a poem written derstands her subject, and her .saby Rev. J. F. Hedgpetli. on Xew Mex- llies of wit and criticism shows that
ico, on the date of its admission as a she understands her adversaries side
state. She recited them with all the of every question. Her lecture was
ease and sentiment as though she had well received bv all.
The saloon
een the author.
men and moderate
Mrs. Sandusky, Wi'larc!, aided also drain drinker have reason to dread
At the close of belby recitations. Hit rendition elicited her presence.
considerable applause.
Mrs. Win- led ure, Miss Harriet Lee Henderson
chester, and Mis. Henderson who had was introduced, and made a short talk
entertained so well with their music, along the same lines. Both speakers
had gone home, but we found substi- endeavored to show that there was a
tutes who seemed to greatly please "new man" as well as the "new womand entertain the audience.
an,'- in our society of today, and as
Rev. Joel. F. Hedgpeth, in one of his a proof of the fact, they referred to
,
characteristic
sway- the revolution that was now on in the
ed the vast audience for about an great change in sentiment on the liqhour. Sometimes he would have them uor traffic in the United States.
Showed that the traffic should be as
laughing as if their sides would split,
and as quid; as thought, he would much afraid of the "new man," as the
"new woman." A good many temperchange it to tears.
He told us how the Chautauqua was ance workers are already on the
intended to benefit the public by ex- ground, and many more are expected
pressing the reflex influence of higher Friday.
Another incident, deserving special
education.
His lecture made a profound impression for good. Next fol- mention was a reference to our leglowed the motion pictures and slides, islature.
In her lecture Mrs. Moore alluded
which was very entertaining.
to the fact that it was often true that
Wednesday, 1:30 p. m. Temperance
representatives in state legislatures
Day.
did not represent but seemed to forof
The entire afternoon
Wednesday
was devoted to temperance speeches, get their promises and responsibilities
to the people. At the close of the
End lectures by able representatives
entertainment President Corbett paid
of the V. C. T. I'., and
i tribute to Senator McCo y, in which
League of the state. The first ad- he said:
H.
F.
dress was by Rev.
Vermillion,
in Santa Fe last w inter
of Clovis. His was a strong appeal in "Up yonder
the upper house of the legislature
to the workers to stand together and
was a stand pat republican.
He was
work for the elimination of the saloon
nominated, because he was a standpatfrom our commonwealth.
He cited ter.
He was
so much so that
many reasons why church members he had black'regular,'
stripes on both shoulshould work earnestly and faithfully
and kept, time with that long
for the destruction of fihe liquor traf- ders
line of regulars extending from
fic.
Rev. Vermillion is a forceful
President Taft down to our own laspeaker and his words carry convic- mented "Bull" Andrews
and he
tion and bring results.
stands out alone and distinct as the
The next speaker was Rev. Seder, only one of that
standpat bunch who
president of the
League had the nerve to at all times stand
of Xew Mexico. Rev. Seder is a very for the
right, regardless of party afimpressive speaker and has a strong filiations. He told that bunch that he
following in this section of the state. would be 'good' only as long as he
After these lectures, short talks were could he decent but
there was a line
made by Mrs. Nutter, president of the that he would not cross. That man is
W. C. T. U.. and Miss Henderson, na- our own state
senator, Hon. Wm. M.
tional lecturer for W. C. T. U.: the McCoy."
session adjourned for the meeting of
The prolonged
that folthe stockholders of the Chautauqua lowed Mr. Corbett'sapplause
statement was inassociation.
dicative of the prevailing sentiment
On reconvening the assembly, and in this representative audience.
Solo.

8:ii0
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Everybody Is Trying To Do It
We Are Doing It Right!

.

II

There is no gas or hot air about it
We do what we advertise
for Big

iculty will be experienced in providing
the "nest egg" desired.
Mr. Harlan was known in legal circles as "the honest judge." Upon his
death he left less than $2,500. Congress will appropriate $12,500 equivalent to a year's salary for the benefit of Mrs. Harlan. The associate justice left two sons one, John SI. Harlan, who is a practicing lawyer of
Chicago, and the other, James S. Harlan, a member of the interstate commerce commission, who receives a
salary of $10,000 a year.
It is explained, however, that both
the sons have families to support, and
that it is desirable that Mrs. Harlan
and her daughters should have
income.
The Harlan case is regarded as
proof of the necessity of providing a
pension for the widows of public officials.
Congress will not make such
a grant in Mrs. Harlan's case, however, because a precedent would thereby be established which might he
embarrassing in the future.
The letter in the interest of Mrs.
Harlan sent to lawyers practicing before the supreme court is signed by
Joseph H. Choate, Lewis Case
Elbridge T. Young, William D.
Guthrie, Victor Morawitz, Francis L.
anin-depende-

Led-yar-

WHY IT SUCCEEDS
Because It's For One Thing Only, and
Santa Fe People Appreciate This.
Nothing can be good for everything.
Doing one thing well brings success.
Doan's Kidney Pills are for one
thing only.
For weak or disordered kidneys.
Here is Santa Fe evidence to prove
their worth.
Albino Ortega, College St., Santa
"For several
Fe, N. Mex., says:
years I had trouble from my back and
It was hard for me to
kidneys.
work, owing to pains in my loins and
a sudden movement aggravated my
trouble. My rest was disturbed by a
too frequent desire to void the kidney
secretions and the passages were
scanty and painful. Public statements
given by local people who had used
Doan's Kidney Pills with effect, induced me to try them.
I found relief at once and after I had finished
the contents of one box, my back was
free from pain. My kidneys are now
normal and I feel better in every
way."

Today's news today.
the New Mexican.

Visiting rotisii Rite Masons ar cordially Invited to attend.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, 32.
Venerable Master
HENRY 5'. STEPHENS, 32

Secretary.
B. P. O. E.
460, B. P. O. E. holdi
Santa Fe Lodge No

HP

Land Department.
Land grants and titles examined.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Oilice, Estan-ci-

a,

N. JX.

McKEAN

criEETHAM,

&

Attoneys-at-Law-

.

Practice in all the Courts and
the Interior Department.
Taos,

-

New Mexico.

-

HOLT

SUTHERLAND,

&

Attorneys-at-Law-

.

Practice in the District Court as
well as before the Supreme Court of
the State.
-

Las Cruces,

New Mexico.

-

HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO ADVt.t.
TISE?
Tell your story to

'or

Pi

lng neighbors

Santa Fe Camj
M.

13514,

W.

A.

DR. W.

--

welcome.

A. G. WHITTIER,

CHAS. A. RISING, Clerk.

Consul

F. W. FARMER
Homestecd No.
2879.

Brotherhood

of

And by Appointment.
STANDLEY G. SMALL, M. D.
Physician and Surgeon.
Office and Residence Washington.
Ave., next door to Public Library.
11 a. m. to 12:30 p.
Office Hours
2 to 4 p. m. Evenings.
Phone Black 47.

American Yeo'.'.'
Meets First Friday ol the month
DR.
at the Fireman's
Hall. H. Foreman RESIDENCE,
P.
A.

J.

Robinson,
E
Cor. bee. Fred F.
Alarid.

I877-- A

The very latCOLONIALS est thing and
the season's
best styles in Suedes, Tans and Gun
Metal. Regular $4.00.
Your choice,

ODD FELLOWS,
No. 2, I. O. O. F.
Santa Fe Lodge
meets regularly
every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
in Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting brothers always welcome.

$265

I

One lot of Men's Oxfords. All
kinds of leathers and styles.
Values up to $4.50.

UME BROWN,

neet second TuesDentist.
day each month, so
Over Spitz Jewelry Store. ...
cial meeting tLlrt
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
Tuesday at Fire- Phone Red (j.
man's Hall. Visir
Office Hours 8 a. m. to 5 p. m.

Regular $3.50 and
$4 values. Price

MEN'S OXFORDS

.

Practice in the Courts and before

Its regular session w
the second and fourt!
2,000,000
Readers
of eacl
Wednesday
Twelve Dollars.
month. Visiting broth
advertise
ers are invitea ani We will place your
ment In 25 leading newspapers' Sunwelcome.
FRANK T. BLAND Y,
day issue, for $12 per insertion. DeExalted Ruler.
scriptive circular FREE.
P. M. A. LIENATJ,
THE PROBERT ADVERTISING
AGENCY,
Secretary.
.,.
Taos, New Mexico.

na

M. DIAZ,

DON CASPAR
AVE
Phone, 220 Red
OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA

Phone, 237 Black
OFFICE HOURS.

1

to 3 P. M.

L. F. MURRAY, M. D.,

PHYSICIAN and SURGEON,
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.
Catton Block, Palace Ave., next
Lodge No. 259, holds its regular
door to Wells Fargo Ex.
meeting on the first Thursday of each
month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m.
PHONE 233.
Visiting brothers are invited and wel- Residence Palace Hotel.
Phone Main 63.
come.
J. A. RAEL, F. M.
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
You cannot get up to date printing
material
You cannot get up to Jate printing
jnless you have
unless you have
material and facilities. The New Mexican
and faculties. The New Mexican Printing Company has both, and at
Printing Company has both, and at the same tiaie expert mechanics.
the same time expert mechanics. Your Your orders are always assured perorders are always assured personal at sonal attention.
tentioti-

-

Let Him Know It IT you are out of
the New Mexican a position, you must let tie employer
scps more people in one day than you know it. A want advertisement in the
can see in a month. Try one.
ness and professional man in the city
and county and a great many in the
Today's news todry. You get it in state. If you have any special talthe New Mexican.
ent, do not hide it under a bushel.
A

Your choice

Want

Ad.

in

m

200 pairs of Tan, Gun Metal
and Patent Colt.
$3.50 and $4.00
Sale price

pas

VOLUME 18.

Regular

NEW MEXICO REPORTS

$2.75

NOW READY.

BAD MIX UP.

8ubscrrie for the Santa F
New
Mexican, the paper 'hat boosts all
You get it In of the time and works for
the
building cf our new State.

Coun-jelb.-

Attorneys-at-Law-

!
Santa Fe ixxlge
Perfection No. 1, 14ti
decree. Ancient and Ac
cepted Scottish Rite ol
Free Masonry mee's or

this season's style in Tan, Gun
Metal, Suedes and Patent Kid.

circumstances, we
propose each to contribute, for the
relief of his family that is to say, of
his wife and two daughters the .sum
of $300 in the hope of raising for their
benefit not less than $10,000, the same
to be placed in the hands of Charles
Henry Butler, reporter of the court,
and of the marshal of the court jointly, in trust, to apply the same in their
discretion to the use and benefit of
Mrs. Harlan and her daughters, either
principal or interest, or both.
"Mrs. Harlan is an aged lady, not
much younger, we believe, than her
husband, and the two daughters are
of middle age, but have not been qualified for any profession or business by
which they could earn their living, although they are now struggling to do
so."

N

M.

the third Monday of each montl.
at 7:30 o'clock In tho evening la
Masonic Hall, south side of Plan

300 pairs Women's Oxfords, All

lights.
"Under these

A peculiar accident
occurred on
Main street this afternoon while a severe wind storm was raging, a remarkable feature being that nobody
was injured, when one of the
delivery
horses of he Shrader Grocery company became frightened and tore the
wagon to .pieces.
The horse in question was
standing
cn West fourth street
just west of
mother delivery wagon.
When the
windstorm came up the umbrella and
seat were blown from the wagon onto
the horse. The animal became
badly
frightened, and turning to the east,
knocked the other horse down, ran
over it and pulled the wagon over after him, then turned onto the sidewalk
and darted toward" Main street.
At
the corner the wagon was too wM
go through between the building and
a telegraph pole and the horse broke
away from the shaft. After running
a few yards further he was stopped.
The wagon was torn to pieces. Tho
other horse was slightly injured.
Roswell Record.

R. A.

P. m.

r

75c

No.

M.

W. H. KENNEDY, E. C.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.

100 Pairs of Ladies Oxfords and
Slippers in Black and Tan. All
odds and ends. Values up to $3.00
a pair. Wnile they last
per pair

Stetson, John L. Cadwallader, William
Nelson Cromwell, John G. Johnson,
and Elihu Root. It says:
"We are credibly informed that Mr.
Justice Harlan, after his long, laborious, and distinguished career of thirty years and more upon the bench,
died leaving his family wholly unprovided for, the house in Washington,
their home, being mortgaged up to its
lull value. Outside of that equity
there is, as we are told, less than
$2,500, to which
congress
probably
will add, as it did in the case of Mrs.
Brewer, a year's salary of $12,500, but
that will only yield about $600 or $700.
"We do not think that the bar of
the supreme court should allow such
a state of things to continue, or that
the wife and two daughters of the late
justice should be permitted to remain
in this really destitute condition. Although we did not always agree with
Justice Harlan's decisions, there is
no doubt of his earnest and patriotic
desire to discharge the great duties
of his office according
to his best

'

;"

AND LOW SHOES

JUSTICE HARLAN'S WIDOW
cHSKS DONoHTION FROM COURTS

nan

ALAN It. McCORD, W.
CHAS. El UXNEY. Secretary.

vv

We have several hundred pairs of broken lines which are going at
HALh PRICE. These are al! this season's styles and worth just as
much to you as if we had a full line. But they have lost their commercial value to us.

Anti-Saloo- n

tice John M. Harlan.
This procedure was made necessary because of what is described as
"the destitute" condition of Mrs. Harlan and her girls. More than a thousand lawyers throughout the country
were asked to make contributions of
$500 each, and it is the belief of the
men bethind the movement from the
returns already received that no diff-

!

OFF ON OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF

Anti-Saloo-

-

virtsuuit;
7.30.

iecon(

"Mm"

U7

fy

EDWARD P. DAVIES.
Attorney anJ Counselor at Law.
Rooms 1718
Capltil City Bank Building,
Santa Fe, New Mexico
Assistant District Attorney, Firs
Judicial District.

G. W. PRICHARD,
at Law.
Attorney and
Regular
in all the District Court
Practice
convocation
and gives special attention to case
Monday of tacb monlj before the
State Supreme Court.
at Masonic Hall a,
OUice: Laughlin Bidg., Santa Fe, N. M.
7:30 p. iri.
CHAS. A. WHEELON.
HARRY D. MOULTON,
H. F
Attorney-at-Law- .
ARTHUR SELIGMAX. Secretary.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Santa Fe Coramanderj
JHw'!nv
Claims and Contests a Specialty
Laud
No- 1. l
T. Repilai
f"
Monconclave
fourth
i?EASLEY & EASLEY,
in eacn bom a;
j - aay
. Chas. R. Easley,
Masonic. Hal) at 7: Si Chas. F. Easley,

For Men, Women
and Children.

Bargains in

F. & A. M

Sania Fe Chapter

!

Now

ATTORNEYS AT LAV.

Idgi

Kegrular commum
cation first Monday
' each mon,a a'

1,

WATCH OUR SMOKE !

sermon-lectures-

D. C, Aug. 3. The bar
of the supreme court of the United
States has been asked to contribute
$40,000 for the relief of the widow and
daughters of the late Associate Jus-

!

EJSEEEIBEEa

1

Washington,

1

,V.

CARDS

JfflOFESSIQML

One lot of $4.50 Oxfords, Black and
Tan. Button, Blucher h
4 tT
or Lace. Your choice

4Os w

FORBUSH MAKE.
CHILDREN'S OXFORDS AND SLIPPERS.
Regular, $2.50, Sale Price

"

"

2,25,
2.00,

"
"

"

"

$1.55
1.75
1.45

Regular, $1.35, Sale Price,

"

1.15.

"

$ .95

"

Boys' Shoes and Oxfords for a Song

'

SEE OUR

WINDOW

.75

Price, $2.70.

Express Prepaid, $3.00.

Send your orders in now for this latest
volume covering the decisions of the
Supreme Court up to January 15, 1912.
We also carry in stock all numbers from
one to fifteen inclusive. Copies of the
Compiled Laws of 1897 and all subse's
quent Session Laws. Money's and
Digestsof the New Mexico Reports.
Missouri Code Pleadings and Missouri
Pleading Forms.
Der-den-

FOR OTHER PRICES
FOR SALE BY

JOHN PFLUEGER- -

New Mexican Printing Co.,
PUBLISHERS, SANTA FE, N. M.

six
.I
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

STcHNDING OF THE

MARKETS.

CLUBS
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
Won Lost
24
71
New York
:H
(il
Chicago

IN

130

INKS.:
THE

"

I rifi- IIIII
KID"

PITCHER

Irf

MAKES

3-

A

GREAT

"1

fill

i

-

BUSH

LEAGUE

Pittsburg
Plii'adelphia
Cincinnati.. ..
St. Louis.
Brooklyn
Loston

RECORD.

.

V

32
3S

50
50
45
32
31

4S

Jj

era

45
48

17

49
50
50
53
56
66

NATIONAL.
Pitsburg at New York.
Cincinnati at Boston.
Chicago at Philadelphia.
St. Louis at Brooklyn.

TODAY'S GAMES

n

3

d

3 6
a 12

.Philadelphia
second, and was put out trying to
steal third, Duran singled, F. Garcia
also singled, Duran going to third, F.
Garcia went to second on a wild throw
by Griego, Baker sacrificed
scoring
Duran, Alarid went out Gorman to A
Rivera, this ended the scoring, t'he
score remaining 4 to 3 in favor of the
White Sox.
There were no special features in
yesterday's game, those who did better work were, J. Berardinelli, the
White Sox backstop, A. Rivera the
soldiers' initial bag guard, and Marez
v. ho pitched in
splendid form after the
second inning.
SCORE.
White Sox
000 100 2104
030 000 0003
Company E

(By Daniel C. Ortiz.)
The fever was too much in the

sol-

in

v.anted him to break the contract im
mediately, but he refused. Eppa rath er likes baseball. The family hasn't
civen ill) the idea, of epttin? him tn
-

nm sf) thfl hn.lvin.ard.
One of Rixey's uncles is Surgeon
General P. M. Rixey, U. S. N., retired
with the. rank of rear admiral, deco rated by King Alfonso of Spain and
surgeon in charge of President Mc- Kinley. Another uncle was the late
Congressman John Franklin Rixey.
Amos Strunk, who plaved left field
for the Athletics during Bris Lord's
absence, is one of he fastest men in
the league. Mack has been carrying
this youngster for several years, and
he has gradually improved to such an
extent thnt it is nnssihlo ha
ho.
come the regular left fielder before
the season is half over.
nnif.

diers' heads yesterday afternoon
their game with the White Sox, as
they couldn't take advantage of their
opponents errors and score one or
two runs more to win the game. The
game Which was played before a
large crowd was slow and featureless,
although interesting on account of the
close score.
The White Sox yesterday were
greatly strengthened by the addition
of three of the Santa Fe Grays, J.
NEW ' MAN FOR PITTSBURG.
Berardinelli, catcher; P. Berardinelli,
Philadelphia, Aug. 5. If Second
third base; Johnny Alarid, short stop,
these three new players aided great Baseman Bill Sweeney of the Boston
ly in saving the game for the White Braves figures in a trade he will be
Sox by their 'hitting and fielding. The annexed by the Pittsburg "Pirates.

YOUR

BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME.
BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE NOW
THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY SAVE TIME,
AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.

PRICE LIST.

one-ha-

one-ha-

DATES, ETC.
:

,

-8

1

tive steers $6.259.50;
southern;
steers $L75ffT7.00; southern cows and
heifers $3.50?? 3.50; native cows and
heifers $3.25(?(S.75; stockers and feeders $4.25( 7.25; bulls
$3.75?? 5.00;
western steers
calves
$5.00 9.00;
$5.50?i 8.75: western cows $3.50' 6.00;
Market 5c
Receipts 5,000.
Hogs
Bulk of sales $S.15S.30;
higher.
heavy $7.90?iS.10; packers and butch-ers $S.10(?(S.35;
lights $S.15?tS.25;

2x3

25
x 6, 60

3--

i- -4

4,

1- -2

-2,

1--

2,

MEXICAN PUNTING CO.
SANTA FE,

NKV

X;CO

4.00.

R. H. E.
4

6

1

S

12

4

Marquard.

in congress

ley bill.

c

4

'

Cemand
Corn weakened
because
opened
proved meager. 'September
down and
declined to:

S

2

j

1

of the Stan-

COTTON TARIFF BILL UP.
Washington, D. C, Aug. 5. The cotCanadian Pacific's rise to a new ton tariff bill was reported to the senPenhigh record was the feature of the ate adversely today by Chairman
late afternoon. The market other- rose of the finance committee.
wise showed irregular firmness.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
St. Paul became weak, selling 1
(04591)
points under Saturday and pulling
other standard shares down in sym- Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, X. M.
Canadian Pacific was the
pathy.
July 29, 1912.
most striking exception, gaining 2
Xotice is hereby given that Antonio
points.
Villanueva of Galisteo, X. M., who, on
NEW YORK COTTON.
S. 1907. made homestead
entry
Xew York, X. Y., Aug. 5i Cotton, July
Xo. 11718 for XW
Section 14,
spot, closed quiet. Aliddling uplands
13 X., Range 9 E., X. M. P.
12.90; middling
Sales, Township has filed
gulf 13.15.
notice of intention
Meridian,
1300 bales.
to make final
proof, to estabDAIRY PRODUCTS.
lish claim to the land above described,
Elgin, 111., Aug. 5. The quotation before Harry C. Kinsell, TJ. S. Commr.
commitee of the Elgin hoard today at Stanley, X. Mex., on the 16 day of
declared butter steady at 25c a pound. September, 1912.
GRAIN AND PROVISIONS.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Thomas Villanueva, Pino VillanueChicago, Aug. 5. Wheat, Sept. 92
Dec. 93.
va, Gregorio Padia, and Jose VillaDec. 56
nueva, all of Galisteo, X. M.
Corn, Sept. C5
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
Oats, Sept. 31; Dec. 32
85.
Pork, Sept. 17.S2
Ribs, Sept. TIME TABLE ALL
Lard, Sept. 10.57

introduction

0

c

2

l-- 2

LOCAL TRAINS
SON

FIGHT.

The following are the tiaae table
The famous moving pictures of the of the local railroads:
"A. T. & S. F. Ry."
Fight of July 4th, last
Leave
towill be shown at the Elks theater
8:10 a. m., to connect With No. 'i
night.
westbound and No. 10 eastbound.
auThese are the original and only
arrive Santa Fe at 12:10
thentic copyrighted picture films of p. Returning,
m.
this great contest which so recently
Leave Santa Fe at 3:30 p. m. to
aroused international interest. These connect with No. 1 westbound and No-pictures are today creating a furore eastbound.
wherever shown and are being greetReturning arrive at Santa Fe 6 p. in. .
ed everywhere with capacity houss.
Leave Santa Fe at 6:20 p. m. to co- -.
From a photographical
standpoint
No. 7 westboun 1 and No.
Flynn-Johnso-

n

.

Nate

perpetrator

Colller'-SRs- m

and

cartoonerjt
MANNERS

TABLE

FOR

OUR

iO

A
--

'

KIDS.

LWAY5 REMOVE THE?
NECKTIE TiEFORE

UnL
To The table., as it has
A TENDENCy, TO DANCH&
IN THE GRAVV AND THE

5HMIERKAIS6.
ORAVy CAN
EASILY 6E REMOVCO 'FROM
The NFCKTie ev placing,

ir

IN THE MOUTH AND JERKIN,.
IT OUT A&AIN WITH A RE
BOUNDING 5MACK.

DIU PICKLES' SHOULD NEVER.
The proper way to fat
PILl PICKLESIS

-

MAN IROM
CUMOED-'U-

When he

He

PHONg

pole.
The

got ITo

f claimed:

LIKE ATURklSH CI6ARETT6
This can also 6e
applied
TO CHEESE.

"fLe

A

Top

MUST STOP
IN

with

A HAT PIN AHD 5LOWiy INHALE

rmt

P

TO

51A0 Them in The Thora

COIUMBOS

WAMFn
0NCE

j

Sween-bluebloo-

;

1

c

fran-useles-

-

15

-8

m

pigs $6.00 7.00.
o.Ono.
Market
Sheep
Receipts
steady. Muttons $3.50 4.30: lambs
$6.00 6.30; range wethers and year-- :
lings $3.50 5.00; range ewes $3.50

1.50
1.50
1.50

cts ; 2
x3
25 cts ;
3
35 cts;
cts ; 4
75 cts ;
r7
85 cts. All colors. Stamp Pad Ink, 25 cts per bottle.
FOR TYPE SPFCIMENS ADDRESS,

3-- 4,

2
4

cts

56c
50c
35c
25c

STAMP PADS.

SELF-INKIN- G
1

1

to'1?

.

1- -2

-4

KANSAS CITY LIVESTOCK.
Mo., Aug. 5. Cattle
Receipts 17,000, including 3,000 south-ems. Market steady to 10c lower. Na-- j

Kansas City,

c

j
'

inch
any town and date, for
inch
Ledger Dater month, day and year in
Regular Line Dater month, day and year,
inch....
inch
Regular Line Dater month, day aad year,
Defiance Model Band Dater
Facsimile Signature Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut
Pearl Check Protector
Local Dater

-3

2

j

-2

One-lin-

j

l--

Pittsburg
ilatteries:

1- -2

-2

One-lin-

23,000,

4

At New York.

1- -2

One-lin-

c

Xew York

............

inches long..
15c
Stamp, not over 2
Each additional line on stamp
10c
e
2
3
over
not
over
and
inches
20c
Stamp,
long..
Each additional line on stamp.............."..'
isc
e
and not over 5 inches long.. .. 25c
stamp, over 3
Each additional line on same stamp
20c
e
10
Stamp, over 5 Inches long per inch
Each additional line, same price. (Curved lines
on Stamp count as two lines).
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long
25c extra
Larger sizes at proportionate prices. Where type used is
lf
over
inch in size, we charge far one line for each
lf
inch or fraction.

One-li- ne

CHICAGO PROVISIONS.
Chicago, 111., Aug. 3. Heavy rains
Batteries: Alexander and Dooin; delaying harvest northwest put firm-- !
Reelbach, Smith and Xeedham.
ness today into wheat. Receipts were
light here. The opening was
T! W V
At Rnstnn '
to
higher. September
itWAt.
m'v! 1 lower
to 93
and react-- .
started at 92
2 6 2 ed to 93.
Cincinnati
Batteries:
Tyler and
Rariden;
The close was nervous with SeptMoore, Humphreys, Davis and Clarke. ember
net lower at 92

Chicago

YOU FIND YOURSELF WR1TINQ THE
THINCi FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF

Ames and 66
Hendrix and Gibson.
r'lyers'
Free selling on account of the big
in sight had a depressing eff ect
jiold
At Brooklyn
R. II. E. on
to
oats.
September started
1
4 14
Brooklyn
lower and fell back to 31
8 13 2
St. Louis
The close was unsettled at 66
Batteries: Knetzer, Curtis. Stack
for Sept., a loss of one cent net.
and MiHer; Salee and Wing0'
Provisions showed some improve-- !
nient in consequence of an upturn in
RESIGNATION ACCEPTED.
prices at the yards. First sales were
AVashington, D. C, Aug. r Presi unchanged to 7
NEW BROWN SCOUT.
'higher w ith Sep
dent Taft today accepted the resigna- tember 17.92
for pork; 10. CO fori
If scouts can make a winner 0l,t tion of Federal Judge Hanford of Seat ribs. Lard was not being traded in.
of the Browns the 1913 American tle, tendered while Judge Hanford's
WALL STREET.
inXew York, Aug. 5. Further
pro-league team should be a pennant fac- conduct on the bench was under
tor.
gress towards higher prices was made
When George Stovall assumed vestigation.
by stocks today, although the market
local crew he informed
W of
Work for the Xew Mexican. It is was without its usual foreign influence. 10.37
I resident Hedges that new blood was
Cded' ihe, luIld hat, 18 thnvmK ,n working for you, for Santa Fe and Steel led the active industrials, being
F LYNN-JOHapparently unaffected by the promised
"or
and Is purchased the new state.

Sox played a ragged game in Probably no player has figured in so
the field, and had not the soldiers many trades or talk this season asi
been scared by the war talk, the result Sweeney. However, it is known that;
ita nmo miuht lnvo lman h ff or. t here is a dicker on a t nresen t het wpen '
ent. The White Sox had the first hat the Pirates and Braves which stands in
ance of going through.
and they failed to score in the first &od
inning. Co. E also failed to score in! Last week a story originated from
the first, in the second the White Cincinnati that Sweeney was
cluUs'
n
Sox were again blanked, but in this 'central player in a big swap with the
inning the soldiers scored their only; Reds, but this was nothing more than. Tne new's now comes that Branch,
three runs, Griego hit to Alarid who: idle talk. According to the Herrmann Rickey, a Brownie catcher some four
fumbled, C. Garcia hit a nice line faction, three of O'Day's players were or five years ago, has been added to
drive to center advancing Griego to to be transferred to the Braves for the staff of scouts. Monte Crosi has
been released by Rickey and half a
third, he himself reaching first, C. Sweeney.
Garcia went to second when the catIt has been hinted Tor years that izen others are touring the minor
cher dropped the ball, W. Rivera was Barney Dreyfuss is mixed up with the circuits. At present Rickey is in the
out, Marez to F. Garcia, Padilla ground- Boston Nationals,
whenever W,st looking over the muterr.il on
and
ed to Alarid who t'hrew to first, but trades have been made, the Pirates the Pacific coast,
F. Garcia dropped the ball. Padilla usually have been on the other end.
The Los Angeles Tribune has civen
going to second, Griego scored from Sweeney is a sweet ball player and is Rickey a column o' pace on a story
third, C. Garcia also tried to score lout of place in Ward's weird lineup, of the players he fancies in the Pafrom second on the error but F. Gar It is hinted that Second Baseman Mc- cific Coast
Outfielder Tomleague.
cia recovered the ball in time to re- Carthy, a pitcher and an outfielder
is fancied particularly by
my
Daley
lay it to J. Berardinelli who caught C. will form the price for Sweeney.
Rickey, and according to advices
Garcia a few feet off home, Doffle-meye- r
from the west, this lad will probably
single advancing Padilla to
COBB HITS HIGH.
be secured for the Browns.
also
Gorman
third,
singled
scoring Detroit, Aug. 5. Ty Cobb notified
Padilla, and advancing Dofflemeyer the Detroit club officials that his next
DIAMOND NOTES,
to third, Gorman stole second, Saiz demand for
salary would be on the
As soon as there 's scrapping in a
singled, scoring Dofflemeyer and ad- basis of $15,000 a year, instead of the
team every sort of wild rumor floats
vancing Gorman to third, but there paltry $9,000 he is now receiving.
around aboat it. No s00ner had the
vas no more scoring as Alarid made Cobb 8 present contract
expires this break with ,he management ot tne
a beautiful catch of A. Rivera's high fall, and he is
already
making
signs rrigerg and Hughle jenninga become
fly for the third out, ending the inn- meaning more money.
known tlKm thf rumor boyg wen
ing with score 3 to 0, in favor of t'he
soldiers. After this Inning Marez a The present contract calls for $9,000 there with the story that the Detroit
year for three years, and if Cobb is management was so disgusted with
steadied down and allowed only three
more hits in the last seven innings. injured in a game the salary is to be t)le whole showing t the team that
s
In the seventh the soldiers threaten- continued, no matter how long he is tney had decided to transfer the
to the club.
The rumor was
chise to Baltimore.
ed to score again, but a nice double
"I might as well get the money promptly denied by President Navin.
play saved the game, after one man
was out, Dofflemeyer singled and when I'm young," Cobb told President
"was advanced to second when Baker Navin. "When I'm old you will ship1
Although President Herman of the
fumbled Gorman's grounder, with two me to the minors, just the same as Cincinnati
considers Bill
Reds,
nen on bases, J. Ortiz who was play- you would anybody else. I do not Sweney of the Bostons one of the
ing center changed positions with Ba- think $15,000 per year on a three- greatest players in the business, he
ker, J. Ortiz came to second and Ba- years' contract is too much to ask, gays that he hag made no advanceg
ker took Ortiz's place in center, Saia and you must consider that figure be-- toward the BoBton managernent for
the next man up hit a terrific liner to luic vuuoiut-- i uib me as a inemuer 01 Sweney
P. Berardinelli who made a beautiful
stop and quickly threw to J. Ortiz on
The St. Louis Browns have uncondi
BODYGUARD FOR RIXEY.
second forcing out Gorman, J. Ortiz
tionally released Monte Cross to
5.
quickly relayed1 the ball to F. Garcia
Manager Sioux City and Pitcher Nelson to
Philadelphia, Aug.
throwing out Saiz. The White Sox Charles Dooin of the Phillies has been Marshfield, O. The releases are in
scored their first run in the fourth, forced to hire a body guard for Eppa iine with the policy of the Brown
with one out, F. Garcia walked, stole Kixey, Jr., the sensational young management of building up a stronger
second, Baker struck out, Alarid sin pitcher he got from the University of team.
gled, scoring F. Garcia, Alarid went Virginia, for fear RLxey will be kid-- i
to second on a wild throw by Griego, napped by members of his family who! 0f the
eight "lead off" men In the
to a Rixey playing profession- but J. Berardinelli flied out to left. object
American league seven are outfield- h
more
two
scored
in
the
seventh.
They
The "bodyguard" made his appear- - ers. Butcher or Graney, Cleveland;
Baker bunted and Griego threw wild
,
to first, Alarid sacrificed Baker to ance on the western trip of the Phil- - vul- - "el'W anu uru l
Phi adelphia, left field; Milan, Wash- second, j. BeraroineiH was mt or a lies. The rest of the nlavers thonrtt
P. Berardinelli hit over ' Dooin had dug up a new backstop, but in&m and Shotten, St. Louis, center
pitched ball,
.
11
n
r...i
vouer,
the first baseman's head, Baker and; wondered why the recruit never got 1IC1Uj "uui'L1 dubiuh, auuj ttf.ii
nfl1(1New
Rath of Chi'
Unto
York'
right
uniform.
J. Berardinelli both scored on the hit
They also noticed that
as the ball was lost In the weeds back; he continually dogged Rixey's foot- - cao is the only infielder so honored.
of first base, P. Berardinelli reaching! steps. Dooin refused to explain. To- - ln lne national league conditions are
second, J. Ortiz singled advancing P. day the story came out from Dooin. reversed to a certain extent. Evers,
Berardinelli to third, P. Berardinelli
It seems that young Rixey is a real Chicago; Huggins. St. Louis;
Boston and Knabe, Philedalphia,
one of the F. F. V.'s of Vir- tried to score but was thrown out,
Marez flied out to A. Rivera for the'ginia. The other members of the fam- - are second basemen, while Bryne of
Bescher and
third out. In the eighth the White iiy were notified when they discover-- Pittsburg plays third.
Sox annexed one more run, A. Rivera ed that Eppa had been snared by a Devore and Moran are the National
baseball club.
They outfielders who lead off.
dropped F. Ortiz's fly, F. Ortiz stole professional
AYhite

WHEN
SAME

including 2,000 western
Pet. grass fed. Market weak to 15c low.579 er. Beeves 5.85'8."5; western steers
.543 $5.75(0 7.90; stockers and feeders $4
.538;6.S0; cows and heifers $2.708.35;
.515 'calves ?6.50ffil0.
Market
.515
Hogs
Receipts 20,000.
.476 slow, 5c higher. Light $7.8508.52-1-2- ;
.462 mixed' $7.45(J S.50; heavy $7.25(5 8.30;;
pigs $6.80S.20;
.359 rough $7.25 7.45;
bulk of sales $7.708.30.
Sheep
Receipts 30,000.
Market;
steady to 10c lower. Native $3.25
western
4.75;
$3.50f4.60; yearlings;
$4.40fi 5.60; lambs, native $1.507.60;
western $4.50 7.75.
ceipts

him, and seven runs is the largest
number scored against him.
The tabulated version of Goukut's
work with Springfield is interesting.
It. shows that he pitched
16 games,
AMERICAN.
averaging almost 10 strikeouts to a
game, that he struck out 17 of the
Washington at Chicago.
hard hitting Youngstown team and on
Philade'phia at St. Louis.
Boston at Cleveland.
July IS fanned 16 South Benders,
walked 10 and allowed one hit.
New York at Detroit.
Goulait is a little fellow, as pitchers go, being but 5 feet S and weighing only 160, but he has more "stuff"
NATIONAL.
ti;an most big leaguers. His curve
with a fast break, and his fat "At Philadelphia""; iTsTIiuiie)" rThTe.
C
2
L'ctu 10 lKiiu tu uii. iic naa c.
uelpn la . .
tiiauej
of pace and the only thing he lacks
5
7 0
Chicago
is control, which is fast coming to; Batteries: Moore and Killifer
him, to make him desired by major (,n(ier and Archer.
league scouts. In two games he was
injured and forced to quit.
R. H. E.
Philadelphia (2d game)

jinx-ridde- n

Lead,

TODAY'S REPORT

.

OUR WHITE SOX
WIN AGJIIN

Till

4.454.55.

5, 1912.

Stamps.

Copper 17.12.1

4S;

2

32
55
64
68

57
57
53
53
50
48
37

Silver

Amalgamated S2
Sugar 127;
Atchison 108
Great Northern 142
N. Y. Central 117
Northern
.357
So.
.274 Pacific 12S
Reading 107
Pacific 112; Union Pacific 171
Steel 71
Steel, Pfd. 112
Pet.
ST. LOUIS METAL.
.CS6
St. Louis, Mo., Aug. 5. Jead weaker
.624 4.57
4.60; Spelter dull 6.95.
.624
ST. LOUIS WOOL.
.510
St. Louis, Mo., Aug. 5. Wool mar.490 ket steady; territory and western me.450 diums 2024c; fine mediums
1S20;
.333 fine 13ifil7.
.313
CHICAGO LIVESTOCK.
Chicago, 111., Aug. 5 Cattle Re-

42

C2

59; Mexican dollars

5;

.434

LEAGUE.
Won Lost

Denver
St. Joseph
Omaha
Des Moines
Sioux City
Wichita
Lincoln . .
Topeka

Prime paper

2

Dii bber

1

MONEY AND STOCKS.
orK,
Aug. a. Call money

.459

LEAGUE
Won Lost
70

2

.7S4
.012
.391
.521

09

fill
5S

Aew

Pet.

C3

33
20

WE TERM

:2S--K

43
53
56

4::

Boston
Washington
Philadelphia
Chicago
Detroit
Cleveland
New York
St. Louis. .

V

:',S

4!)

..45

t

AMERICAN

Hailed as the "strikeout king of the
Central league," Theodore Goulait of
the Springfield, O., club has gone to
the Indianapolis club of the American
association, leaving behind a record oil
10 games von and 3 lost and 15SJ
strikeouts in 130 innings, which, is
close to a world's record.
Goulait, on his record, is the pitching find of the season and he will
probably be in the majors within a
year. His record is better than that
of any member of Connie Mack's "big
four" and he is but a green kid.
"When Charley 6'Day resigned as
manager of Springfield to accept a
similar position with the
Indianapolis club, he took along Goulait, to burn up the American association.
Goulait was turned over to Springfield by Indianapolis this season. I'p-chis initial appearance he was
innknocked out of the box in 3
THEODORE GOULAIT.
ings, looking one degree better than
subsenext
June
in
his
and early July witnessed the
in
and
but
nothing,
quent games, he went like a gasoline-fe- boy winning eight games in a row.
fire, having been knocked out of Dayton and Terre Haute are the only
clubs to make as many as 10 hits off
the box but once.

53
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MONDAY,
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SHOULD NEVER

HANDS
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jbe washed in the iced
'Pon My 'soul '1 Tea or wjPeo on The
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cloth, some- kids
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Do- This but iT is a
habit
OCR.
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NOT TO BE

(A) GREAT
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M.01HER
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ACROSS
HIS NOSE.
HE LEAPED INTO
THtRACE
PEOPLE LOOKED
PR'SED TO SE6
1HAT BQXCAJ? ON

1

rOSTERED.

OOSE

KEyiSED,

Ihe

(HjE hit

SEE

(010493)
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HIM CHASE
IHE
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bACKS
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THE

caught

AX IN

CLOTHES LlNe
WHILES OUR
AND INFLICTED
iWBBtRS

AN OftLy WOUND

8:35-p- .

m.

Leave Santa Fe at 8:50 p. m. to connect with No. 8 eastbound and No. Sf
westbound.

Returning, arrive at Santa Fs,

11:

SO-

p. m.

Passengers for the Belen cut-of- f
and Pecos Valley points should now
leave at 3:30 p. m. instead of 7 20 a
heretofore. Connection leaves Albti-- "
querque at 7:55 p. m. instead of 2:20
a. m.
D. & h, G. Ry.
Leaves 10:05 a. m. for north.
Arrive 4:20 p. m. from north

NEW MEXI.O

CENTRAL RY

Leave 12:45 p. in., connects TPltli
No. 4 east and 1 south and west.
Arrive 4:15 p. m. with connection
from No. 3 east.
The New Mex
Society Stationery
can Printing Company have on hand
and can make up promptly the latest
forms in society stationery. The ne
OrSize correspondence cards, etc.
ders taken for engraved and embossed work. Several lines to make
your selection from.

N. M.,

Today's news today. You get it in
Notice Is hereby given that Sefer-in- the New Mexican.
Vigil, of Santa Fe, New Mexico,
who, on July 2G, 1904, made homestead entry No. 010493-799for E
4 Horse Power
NW
NW
SW
Sec. 13, Lot
3. Section 24, Township 18 N., Range
PRICE, $165.00
10 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed noWith
Imported Magneto.
tice of intention to make Final Five MMotorCyde without a doubt with trouble
left at the factory
Year Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before Register
and Rec iver, TJ. S. Land Office.
Santa Fe, New Mexico, on the 10th
day of Sept., 1912.
as
witnesses:
Claimant names
Rafael Montoya, Beatriz Vigil, Anas-taciMontoya, Atanaclo Vigil, all of
Santa Fe, N. M.
LIGHT, SILENT AND RELIABLE.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

Pope Motor Cycle

2

TLy!"

the
TVlE

Returning arrive Santa Fe at

4

CLOTHESLINE

INJURED.

nect with

o

WE KNEW HE'D SWAT THE

W , HIL CHOPrifJ
.
WOOD "VRIDAy
W.J. SHREVe

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe,
July 22, 1912.

homer o'er Ihe
bleachers wild did

"OH.

these pictures are the best that have
ever been taken of a fistic encounter.
Every feature of the great fight has
been brought out in its best phase
and there is not a movement made
by the two men that is not depicted
in
upon the screen.
Probably one of he strongest features of this film is the pictures of
training quarters and the prominent
men of the sporting world who were
assembled the day of the fight.
The film in detail shows a panoramic view
twenty hours before the
fight; showing the crowds on the
streets, and many joints of interest,
the arrival of special trains bearing
This is
prominent characters, tc.
followed by a series of pictures taken
in the training quarters of the fighters, showing the conditioning stunts
ot the principals, the reception of
prominent visitors including promoters, writers, fighters and sporting
men in general.
The principals are
here seen in boxing and other athletic
stunts Incidental to training for a
great contest.

AUDIENCE

Tickets

Deer river
'Times.
llTf!15CN12

THIftD
TARTV SIR

ftENTLEHANtV

PASS THROU&H The

WITH THE CONCERT
i

iut

THATFATHtR

USFnThStagf

o

Register.

PVSH

BROS., Agts.,

Santa Fe.

AUGUST 5, 1912.

MONDAY,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

UNITED STATES

BANK

&

the balance

Incnrnnraferi

N IMPORTANT

week on all this Season's Sum
rner Goods.

this month

JULIUS H. GERDES

i

ICfl

Ladies' Linen Suits

-

Low Cut Shoes,

IN ALL COLORS

EN'S

are

Valuesfrom$4 00to$8 00
NOW FOR ONLY

sale for

only at
regular price.

SELI6MAN

i
i.

See Window Display.

Ladies' and Misses' Low Cut Shoes.
Styles in
OXFORDS,

Newest

COLONIAL

AMD

TIES,

$1.25, $1.50, $1.75 and $2.09 for only
DON'T MISS THIS CHANCE.

'CALL AND SEE

IS.

P.

'

O. Box, 219.

Phone 36.

:

:

&

&&&&HZ&&&H&i

DISHES

BEAUTIFUL BRUSSELS RUGS

Mill KM!

H

G000S

FANCY

$1.00

the

AT COS T

-

POIPS

SALE begins

Monday, lasting the entire

MRS. W. UNDHARDT,

H. F STEPHENS, Cashier,
Asst. Cashier

fcSUDHsneC 1836
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IN
Schenke is here from Glorieto.
J. II. Wagner is up from Las Cnices.
Professor J. H. Wagner will be the
Frank M. Kalb is in Santa Fe from
superintendent of schools i:l Santa Fe
San Dingo.
as announced in the New Mexican
A. S. Long was over from
of
Las Ve- two weeks ago.
gas Sunday.
The position was tenia red the proF. W. Drake was lure Sunday from fessor at t'hat time and he
signified
his aceptance.
Hodges, N. M.
Since then the Las
E. F. DuCharm of
Doming is again Cruces papers have specifically anThis l!ne consists of all Piece (ioods and Ladies' Suits,
a visitor in the city.
nounced that Prof. Wagner would not
125 Palace Ave.
Coats r.nd Dresses.
Hector Elliott of Los Angeles ir. a come to Santa Fe. the Republican
even going so far as to say:
visitor in Santa Ke today.
At a special meeting of the board of understand i:i the confusion and they
Hiss Bryan is down from Pajarito
directors of the city schools held on played the "Battle '.'ry of Freedom."
Ranch for a few days' visit.
Finally the delegates in front of the
Laura IS. Martin is in Santa Fa Wednesday Professor Wagner enter
ed into t contract with the board to lul!I began to sing the "Battle Hymn"
from Iter home at Albuquerque.
The four
Charles Springe" jf Cimarron is a spend lite year in the oliice of super- and the band joined in.
intendent at a salary of $!,'.I00 for the verses were sung with the delegates
business visitor in Santa Fe today.
school year of ten months. Professor standing.
F- uMchlroy of Los Vegas was an
The Progressive convent ion ad'over Sunday visitor in the capita!. Wagner had been tendered t'he same
p. m. until tomorrow
U. C. Warsick of Roswell is in Santa position in the Santa Be schools but journed at
OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF
noon.
Fe today en route to the Upper Pecos. decided lo remain here.
There seems to have been a misunOn motion of James R. Garfield of
D. D. Draper Armour,
representafive from A'buquerque, is in the city, derstanding somewhere as Professor Ohio, a com nittee of fifteen was apis in the city and has
con- pointed to invite Colonel
Roosevelt
Thomas X. W'ilkerson, well known Wagner
tracted to take the superintendeney to appear before the convention at
attorney of Albuquerque, is a visitor ot our
schools, and is at this time the hour of convening tomorrow.
here today.
the superintendent.
This is
actually
When Senator Beveridge began to
CHILDREN'S. MISSES', LADIES'. BOYS' AND
X. F. LeSeur,
Guest and E. pleasing news to all who know Prof.
speak, the state delegations had gotit. uo jiaca termed a parly that came
Wagner ind his work and it is espe ten pretty well straightened out and
in irom Albuquerque Saturday.
on
one week
one-ha- lf
cially pleasing as the matter seemed additional negro delegates were to be
II. S. Pickard. J. C. Kircher and J. to be in a state of such
noticed
and
uncertainty.
the
here
there
among
F. .Mullen were up from
Albuquerque II is not surprising that Las Cruces northern states. There were two
ever Sunday, guests ot the Monte- desired to retain so valuable a
super- seated with the West Virginians.
zuma.
intendent and while we regret that
At one point in his speech .Mr. lievS. II. Murphy, W. A.
Bayer and Jack Las Cruces must suffer any less, yet eridge letcrred to "professional politiADOLF
DRY
GO.
Lambaugh of St. Joseph, Mo., tourists, we are rejoiced that Santa Fe is to be cians."
were here yesterday,
5(1
a
great gainer. The professor left
They are en
"To hell with the politicians," can:i
route to the coast.
today for Wisconsin and the east for a shout from the galleries and the
M. C. Stewart, sheriff of
Eddy coun- a short slay before taking up his ac- delegates cheered.
ty, and who lives at Carlsbad, passed tive duties.
After the national committee
had
through here today en route to the
disposed of the negro contests, the
Upper Pecos to fish.
PROGRESSIVES
HOLD
BIGGER storm center was transferred to ColTHE ECONOMY FRUIT JARS
Mr. and Mrs. O'Brien, relatives of
CONVENTION THAN REPUBLI- onel Roosevelt's quarters.
the Dorans, who have been here for
reCAN
The
referred
Colonel
them to his
GATHERING OF RECENT
I The Best Fruit Jar in the Alarket.
a visit left yesterday for their home
DATE.
lent letter to Julian Harris of AllanEasy to Onen. Oasv to Close.
ta on the negro question.
at Woodward, Oklahoma.
of
House
W. Ii. Walton, well known attorney
rules
'Continued From Page One.i
representatives
HAND-PAINTE- D
amended in many particulars, were
and member of the legislative senate
as
tobacco
the
rules of the convenuncan
trusts
raise prices
from Grant county, is here from Silvtr
presented
AT LOW PRICES.
tion, they were adopted without dedone so."
City on a short business trip.
justly and have
The speaker declared the progres- bate.
Mrs. Thomas Domii of the MonteA new rule barring contested
delereforms
zuma hotel has gone to Missouri for sive party will accomplish
gates Ft oin voting on any question bea visit with friends
and relatives. vital to business.
"We mean to put new business laws fore the convention was concluded in
She will remain for a month or longon our statute booka which will te'l the amendments and was greeted with
er.
II was as follows:
C. E. Hartley of Springer, X. M.. is American business men what they can cheers.
"In the event of contest regarding
ia the city on business.
Mr. Hartley do and what they cannot do. The next
THE AKERS-WAGNE- R
the
of any delegate or alternate
CO.
says the farmers in that section wiK great business reform we must have lo right
ot
in
sit
this convention notice
harvest the biggest crops in man; to increase steadily American prost
such com iv shall he filed with the
of
SAN FRANCISCO STRHF.T.
years and that Colfax county is un- perity is to change the method
any delegate or alternate
building our tariff. The tariff uim.r secretary,
usually prosperous.
whose
seat
in
has
been
contested
be taken out of politics and treated
Stale
Superintendent of Schools
good faith shall stand aside and not St22
White and Assistant Baca returned as a business question instead of a
permitted to vote as a member of
political question.
on Saturday
this convention until his credentials
evening from a trip
"The greatest, need of business Is shall have been
through Bio Arriba and Taos
accepted by the conbut the only thing certain
FIRE
INSURANCE
vention, provided, however, that, in
FIRE
they attended the county certainty;
our
about
tariff
is
Xext
uncertainty.
the make-uof the temporary roll of
institutes which were remarkably
to our need to make the Sherman law
the convention, the recommendations
successful and unusually well attendCan
Afford to Overlook This?
ed.
Both speak enthusiastically of in one rn, unuerstanuauie anil just our of the pi.0Vjsj01ial national committee
a
need
is
greatest
physical
genuine,
shal we excepted as prima facie
the trip.
mile from Plaza, of
unpartisan commission.
donee of the right to sit as delegates
Prince, who has been
hich four or five acres
Am- - or
"A
to
tariff
high
enough
give
in
this
alternates
in Colorado
convention,
on business
for the
are in alfalfa. All under
producers the American mar- - out the right to vote until the credon-ket- ,
past week, is expected home tomorfence
and
No
tillable
land.
PRICE $1,800.00
when
make
honest
Buildings.
in
they
goods tials
question shall have finally
row noon.
FOR IMMEDIATE SALE
and sell Ihem at honest prices, but 'been determined by the convention
enough that when they sell at, (lis- self.
MARINES AT MANAGUA.
honest prices, foreign competition can
The roll of states was then called
correct both evils; a tariff high enough for the naming of the members of the
Room 8, Capital Cily Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
1). C
Washington.
Aug. ;. One to enaule American producers to pay various committees.
The roll
bluejackets and marines from 01. working men American wages ceeded as far as California when a
the t inted States gunboat Annapolis ;am K0
ACCIDENT
HEALTH
LIABILITY
arange,i that the workingiuen motion was carried to dispense with a
are now quartered at Managua, the wni tret such vmcpsbusiness tariff further readinc the state delegations
Nicaraugmin capital,
whose chanses will be so made as to sending their votes to the desk.
Former Secretary of Interior James
reassure business instead of disturbTAFT MEN LOSE GROUND.
ing it Ibis is the tariff and the meth- - R. Garfield, of Ohio, was recognized
and from his place on the iloor, movod of its making ni which the
ed the appointment of a committee
City, Mo., Aug. 5. Efforts gressive party believes,
of Taft adherents to get the Missouri
"The
tariff Law must to invite Colonel Roosevelt to appear
Roosevelt electors to go on record for be revised immediately in accordance on the convention at noon tomorrow
to deliver an address and also to esthe president failed today at a meet-- witli these principles."
ing called by the chairman of the re-- !
Abolition of child labor in factory, cort him to the Coliseum.
The motion was enthusiastically
publican state committee.
mil's, mines and sweatshops and a
seconded, Chairman Beveridge declarinold
for
were
age pensions
plan
C.
that the ayes "seemed'' to have it
"BLESSING TO WOMEN"
cluded in the progressive platform by ing
and it was so ordered.
is what one grateful woman calls
the speaker, who incidentally favored
415 Palace Avenue
Phone. W 204.
::::
The committee named was as folComE. Pinkham's Vegetable
woman's suffrage.
lows: E. A. Vanvalkenberg, Pennsyl-- ,
"Never doubt that we shall solve in
pound. This is because after suffering
Oscar H. Straus, New York;
for six long, weary years with a weak- righteousness and wisdom every vex- vania;
.1. Franklin Fort, Xew
Jersey: John'
ness so prevalent among her sex, she ing problem," said Mr. Beveridge in M.
Parker, Louisiana; Miles Poindex-- j
was restored to perfect health by this concluding his speech.
ter, Washington; Leslie Coombs, Ken-w nen senator uevenuge conciuuea
ninious meuicine ior wo.naus ins.
t r
t,lf,i,v- - Tnii
Hnrric
of his speech at 3:07 p. m., he was cheerThis has been he experience
Dawson, West Virginia; J. X. William- - f Large assortment of the Best and Latest Patterns
who ed to the echo and scores of the Pro- son. Jr.', North
of grateful women
thousands
Carolina; George E. i
STERLING SILVER.
have depended upon this tried and gicssive leaders and national com - Watkins. Michigan; Nicholas Bielen - ,5
and Staple Patterns of High Grade Table Silverware.
Special
true remedy.
mitteemen on the stage crowded about bourg, Montana; Chester H. Rowell,
HAND DECORATED CHINA, WATCHES, CLOCKS.
to congratulate him.
'California; Joseph R. Baldwin, Mary - v
Gold and Silver Filigree Jewelry in all the Patterns.
Contesting negro delegations from: land; Ben B. Lindsey, Colorado; John
J
JEWELS AND PRECIOUS STONES.
and Mississippi were barred L. Stevens, Iowa.
h
.,
the progressive convention by
H.
KAUNE
San Francisco
national committee. The negroes CONFERENCE REPORT ADOPTED. j! Reliable
Jeweler
declared that they would continue
Street
Washington, D. C, Aug. 3. The
5
LOWeSl their fight before the credentials com- - conference report on the compromise
Wliere rTlCeS
LaFollette-Cnderwoobill1
of the convention.
mittee
wool tariff
for
In Mississippi where the progres-jwaadopted by the senate today 35
sive state convention had been called to 2S.
as a "lily white'' meeting, the white
BUBONIC PLAGUE IN LIVERPOOL.
delegates were given their seats.
On Saturday the committee had
Liverpool, Aug. 5. The local govAT TESUQLE, FORMER
thrown out twelve negroes who con ernment board reported a case of bu- tested seats in the Alabama delega-- ' bonic plague.
STROBER
tion. With today's decision this bar
red all of the contesting delegates.
MER RANCHES COM
Senator Beveridge's speech kept
acres-we- ll
BINED.
the floor and galleries cheering. Delefenced. One-ha- lf
gates and spectators rose to their foe',
600
with a wild shout when he denounced
sell
Oil
and Tobacco trust
the Standard
decisions of the supreme court.
of
poor
"Under the decree of the court th:;
Oil and Tobacco
trusts can still
246
raise prices and have already douy
126-- 4
Loans.
so.
They can still issue watered
stock and they surely will do so. They
Fire, Life, Accident,
can still thrott'e our businessmen and
Now (is
the United Cigar Stores is now doing
Plate Glass, Etcv Etc.
so.
They can sti corrupt our poor- -,
litics and at this moment are indulgAt that time
ing in that practice."
preservMr. Beveridge had been talking for an
Now
hour.
A chorus of jeers and groans greeted Beveridges attack on President
City Property, Farms,
HISTORY OF (JEW
Taft and the
tariff bill.
Ranches, Orchards,
The long, low call of "The Bull
The most accurate and best written history of the State, giving the deLand (Grants, Etc
Moose" was heard for the first time
tails of the struggles and danger of the early Spanish settlers up to the
in this demonstrating.
present era. It is the history of facts concerning New Mexico, as Mr. Read
Senator Beveridge's
Throughout
is, in possession of the original documents that in themselves are priceless
in
a
the
speech
persistent spectator
We
Over eight hundred pages bound in large
treasures.
gallery interrupted several times
readable type, .
with the sho "How about the liquor
of
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W. E. GRIFFIN
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G. It.

Does a General Basking Easiness

1. 6. LAUGHLIN, President
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TRUST CO.
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GOOD income property ? We have for sale some

of the best residence property in the city.
us before closing a deal elsewhere.

See

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,

-
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Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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and Desk combined.
A Desk Unit with few ct

many Book Units as desired.
The only perfect combination
desk and bookcase ever made.

tive. Ve want to show yoti
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Ci 11, write ot phoni'
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Surety Bonds

can take care
your business.
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READ'S:

question?"

CO.

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Qualitv

Beveridge ignoreO. him and there
were shouts of "put him out."
Senator Beveridge concluded at
3:07 amid an outburst of prolonged

Of

CIA AA

3U.UU

SPECIAL. PRICES TO EDUCATORS, INSTITUTIONS, ETC.

All Kinds.

Telephone

194

W., Room

THE HISTORY

U

applause.
LAUGHLIN BUILDING,
Senator Dixon endeavored to have
the band play "The Battle Hymn of
the Republic."
The band could not SANTA FE,- - - - NEW MEXICO,

oTFdUXaTON1n

NEW MEXICO

A Concise HI tory ot the Important Part that Education Meant to the
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evident thai a number of republicans throughout the state are
the organization of the progressive party, on account of their unwillingness to support the nominees of the Chicago convention. From the
statement issued by Governor Hadley.
If this is all that Gov. lladlev has seen in the progressive movement
lie has entirely missed the potential
thing in it.
The progressive movement which is now sweeping the country, is far'
more v::st than a mere bolt. It is a revolution in American politics. The
infamous conduct of the national committee at Chicago will not be forgotten,
to be sure, and is one cause of the revolt, and will never be forgiven by a
great number of people, but that very action was of absolute value, real,
sterling value as it clearly demonstrated to nnose who were still hoping lor
relief from the old parties, that the hope was vain, that nothing could be
done within the organizations and any successful reforms must come from
an entirely new deal
...
in cmnnrl- Toff Hint hi, cot thio mnvo.
I,
"
meat going, and that is not the real foundation upon which the new party
has builded. It goes deeper than that back to the system that made Taft's
nomination possible ana to the system unit leit tne democratic Dosses in
control after the reluctant nomination of a candidate who was not wanted
after a long and acrimonious struggle
This is the reason that the new party is gaining recruits from the republicans and democrats alike. It is not built on selftishness nor ambition nor
revenge, but on a broad, sure and lasting foundation of the right of the people to rule. It is not in favor of one man nor against one man. It. is in
favor of freedom and against dictation; in favor of the interests of the
many before those of the few; in favor of free and open expression instead
of the star chamber methods, it demands a square deal, and it has come to
stay.
is
joining in
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The government is going to make
the "boiler plate-- ' trust obey the Sher- t
law. Will they have
man
to leave out those medicine ads on
the patent insides now?

Just
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PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

as

THE
PALACE
SANTA FE, N.

distinguished

young man has appeared on the horizon and bids fair to niaTie his family
name conspicuous.
His cognomen is
Rixey. He is a pitcher. The club who
just got 'him paid $12,000 for him. His
family is feeling disgraced and talk
of kidnapping him, and yet he will
bring great renown to the Rixeys if
he gets enough saliva on the ball to
make it twist good.
One of his relatives was Surgeon
General Rixey of the army, but all he
did was attend presidents and things
when they were sick or care for the
generals of the army. He never
struck out Ty Cobb or Tris Speaker or
held a league club to one hit in a
game.
It looks as if tie ball field was the
most lucrative one of this day and our
college graduates are giving it their

M.

S. A. AKINS,

Proprietor.

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.

AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PLAN.

LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.

the boxes away from the eyesore spot
As a prelude to Mr. Bryan's address between the postofflce and the Catron
0
at a Kansas Chautauqua the other block. Evidently upon whomever the
day, the village band feelingly ren- duty of removal lies, it rests very
AN mNTIOUF
boweddown."
"Hearts
lightly and they look upon the good
6erea
to
to
be
York
Xew
the
asked
"is
What respect,"
World,
paid
likely
a cleanly appearance may do in that
the mandates ot direct primaries it tneir loremost champion becomes tnei The director of the Louvre
reports particular place, with the Vanderbil-tiawrecker of the electoral college?"
Mona
of
view.
all
that
recovering
hopes
Alas, the electoral college is old and we must not touch it. It is bald-- ! Lisa is lost. There is a chance for
I noticed in going
by Saturday attention.
It
sanctified
of
sacred
and
age.
by generations
iieaded, gray whiskered,
Vive la our national
of American Archaeology. morning that a wagon was backed un
School
game, the
the
1912
in
it may
may even be senile, which is indicated by the likelihood that
fence in the rear of the great baseball.
the
against
demonstrate its impotency by passing the election of a president along to. The Xew York
police department, lot and that they were piling boxes
Woodman, spare the tree!
congress.
was
moved
it
by the same on it, and taking the charitable
appears,
It is rotten and tottering and may fall and squash things, but it was
and high ideals that 'of it, and believing that those in CARLSBAD HAS
principles
in
the nation's infancy.
planted
the late Chicago Vharge really intended to help make
REAL GIN MILL
The electoral college, like the plan for choosing X'nited States senators, prevailed during
riot.
things a little more decent, I told in
was concocted by a political aristocracy that was afraid to trust the people.
the Bystanders column that they
When it can perform
Sometimes it is powerless to accomplish anything.
Carlsbad, X. M., Aug. 4. The new-giAnd think how it must worry that 'were trying to do their share. I see
A
machine.
lot
of
wooden
a
Indians
as
mere
mill in San Jose, the Mexican
it
its functions,
perforins
a that I was mistaken. Those who have
woman who swallowed
Colorado
of Carlsbad, is open for bussuburb
equipped with electrical apparatus could do its work as well. There is no new hair tonic in a futile effort
not,
do
in
charge,
tojthat particular spot
demand upon it for intelligence and its slightest act of independence would commit
when she realizes that 'care how it looks nor how it may ap-i- t iness in a tent and is styled the "Blue
suicide,
be followed by rebellion based on
Goose." For a weeK there has been
political moral ground. It is
may soon be necessary for her to pear to strangers nor how it may
"representative" govmerely the fifth wheel of the band wagon of
is not the spirit much search of the law to find some
It
the
tlect
other
city.
upon
day.
every
ernment and it's going round and round simply to blind people to its un-- j
that helps to advertise us, nor give us way to stop the saloon from opening,
democracy.
a position among other cities of the but the learned men of law and the
POOR LITTLE SEC.
The editor that imagines that respect of ancient and senile institutions Poor little
will soon be a wreck, west. One would think that when citi lay students have failed so far to
Sec,
lias much to do with the temper of the times may have a pretty good view It the senate don't act
They have not
pretty quick. zens and city officials are making en find any solace.
of Manhattan island, but there are millions and millions of acres of fine His name has gone in and he's hop- effort to clean up and rectify evil con- given up the search and it is likely
his
ken.
landscape that's beyond
ditions that the spirit wo.ild be con- that some way will be discovered
ing to win,
0
It is r
But it worries htm almost sick.
tagious and that right in the heart of to get 15. Y. Allen's goose.
that Loving will soon have a
the city, and one of the leading thoA NEW DEPARTURE.
After each assault upon American roughfares, where there is more travel third saloon, and the people are be
Did yea lead that shocking story by Gilson Gardner, why Uncle Sam is
women in Mexico, Mr. Taft really than anywhere else, at least some ef- ginning to wonder if this is a free
really poir.g to build a railroad and operate it by army men. To be sure, should send a note of
warning to fort would be made to remove that country or if the powers that be can
it. is only ,t little $2!!,O0(t line in the Philippines, but think of the horrible
in order to let which strwangers and citizens have do anything they please irrespective
those
rebels
merely
United
has
The
the
States
actually passed
thing
precedent it established.
them know that as yet, he is still
GmmtD in iri. nrmv pnnrmn'intinn hill.
protested against and proclaimed a of the wishes of the people.
if for no other reason
nuisance again and agflin. If all our
What!
Government doing this instead of letting private enterprise do president,
The farmers of the Carlsbad
pro- citizens would get in line on this lit- ject are back on the Irrigation ditch
it with government guaranteeing tne uonus : .o wonuer tnat senators need
NOT YET.
tle matter of a clean up, what a big this morning and with clean laterals
and liacon roared out against it.
Don't you see that if Uncle Sam builds and operates this little road Trivially, Trivially, day by day.
step toward an advance U would be. and canals, water is moving quickly,
He waits for the senate to act,
The largest amount
of water ever
successfully he'll be thinking of doing the same thing in Alaska. Why, it's On the Tart job he got,
THE JAY WALKER.
like giving a child matches to play with. First thing we know XTncle Sain
sent down the canals are coming
in the lot,
T'he
best
will be doing things for himself in his own way, with his own hired help.
This is a new American term. It down today. The big southern can- But the senate can't see it that way.
0
speaks for itself. It is the chap who al, some thirty miles long, is a re- know where to walk to keep spectable stream.
At last the Xew York police have taken action. Aroused by the expo- The crop condi-bank deposits now exceed don't
of the way and make the thor tious are most excellent and
sure that has just occurred, where an officer of the force stands charged oneChicago's
'out
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time
for
first
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in town passable for others.
with complicity in murder, and rottenness has been uncovered that is ap- general irrigation now in progress
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...hi,
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spicuous in Santa Fe, but only be- eal for crops.
were opened.
ters
recently
cause he is a specimen now extant
eity's outskirts and arrest any boys or young men who may be guilty of so
All the land men in the Carlsbad
His favorite stunts con- great a crime and who are caught in the very act of its perpetration. This
the new emperor of Ja- everywhere.
Yoshihito,
are now busy. They are all
project
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to
the
Isist
in
will make Mayor Gaynor more proud and boastful than ever, when he knows
wrong
pass
trying
is described as "progressive" by
of the walk and then when the having business and the future is full
side
that these law violators have been arrested and are being brought into pan,
the press dispatches which further
and other officers on
is trying to accommodate of promise for heavy irrigation busicourt and forced to pay a fine. It shows that
bear out the statement by declaring person who
to the jay walker, steps to ness the next month.
himself
the force will not tolerate crime.
that the elderly statesmen of Japan
o
his step,
The farmers'
creamery
are "viewing his administration with 'the other side to harmonize and iinine-' What is the assurance that bosses will not attach to the new
!
at Otis is coming along well.
ithe jay is in front of him,
The
party,' alarm."
those
one
of
Miri'MiS an anxious standpatter.
some
diately there takes place
organization was completed
so funny for the onlook- ti.rte ago when enough stock was
sidewalk
Si,; piy because the foundation upon which the party is builded precludes
Probably a polite note from the er and so jigs,
tl iiofs system, The square deal government for the people's service does; state
insufferably silly and aggra- subscribed among the farmers themcouched
in
most
the
department
net provide any place for bosses, and there is no expectation ahead for diplomatic
vating to. the narticinant who has been selves.
The machinery has been orlanguage
v.. lii-might cause luiveu, 1111U
HI?n lICHUUIIfllUC UJ ti.o
them, i hat s all.
dered and work od the building beto
Orozco
tell
what he knows about
-who
of the jay walker
gun.
who fired upon American
Barring unlooked for delays
soldiers idiosyncracy
not profit by the experience but the
Yhen the Detroit aldermanic grafters say they did not know they
will be in operation in
border near El Paso the will
the
creamery
guarding
will go right on after he has got by four or five weeks.
were doing anything wrong, then there must be something radically wrong other
This is the fifth
night. Xit.
and try to pass the very next person
in our system of teaching in our schools or our method of doing business,
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and
wrong
injudiciously.
money
spent uselessly
on a
year. This creamery begins
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walk.
A LITTLE STORV
small sca'e, but conditions for dairyOf course, it is not to be expected that a man who accepts a stolen nom
Another specialty of the jay walker ing in the Carlsbad project are so
WITH A MORAL
ination would refuse to nominate for office, a man who causelessly knocks
is to cross the street anywhere he favnmhlp thai the crnwth
nf tho In.
down a citizen over seventy years of age. They would both consider the
THE OFFICE KID may .happen to be or where his wan-jdwm be
affairs.
as
the
"trivial"
and
assault
theft
dering fancy may dictate. He forgets
The late peaches are getting ripe
0
that there are corners or crossings
Office Kid.)
the
(By
and
shipping begins today from the
More puffs and curls is the fashion order for next year, so they say.
a
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make
he
and
crossing,
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n. jr., aug. 4. even a burglar runs
Hence that other street big orchard of Tracy and McLena-theThey will be taking the books in the closet next, as the bureau drawers are into a
regardless.
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in La Huerta,
The varieties are
crowded already, it's the attic or the cellar for our Sunday clothes in 191",
exhibition that has its amusing side
while
and Elberta, the first a
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The
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boys. It doesn't take a horoscope to see that.
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but
everybody
participant.
peter coiling, he has been burgler- o
walker gets out a little way from white peach and the other a yellow.
ana jay
l'uue some edrs m n
Willyum Taft is having a heap of trouble right in his own garden patch.:":8.1.
the curb and immediately there is a Eoth varieties are extra fine and will
and
got along pretty good,
He'll have to barb wire it if he wants to keep his political house hold in. visinity,
medely of Rhrieks and honks and toots se'l readily at the top price.
The state chairman and candidate for governor have both vamoosed and but the utller niSht he thought it was from buzz wagons on the avenue. The
R. L. Halley attended the Progres
ocd night, peter
there are probably more to follow.
jay walker begins his dance again sive State convention in Albuquerque,
he was on his way to the cash mixed with a series of dodges that He will also attend the National con- 0
Mrs. O. H. P. Belmont says she would scrub doors to help the suffragist rejister on a front staor in 27th st would make the average football play- vention in Chicago.
Though he is
cause. That is a less conspicuous and less drastic method than some of the' when it happened
er gasp in wonder and turn blue with not a delegate, Mr. Halley is a wide- suffragettes adopted. However, it is not to be presumed that .Mrs. Perry
peter he had notised that the gent envy, while the chauffeur, on the oth- awake progressive that wants to see
wou.ti scruu moro man one noor.
who kept the front stoar left his er hand puts a red tint on the atmos- what is going on. Later he will go
0
transiun open over the frunt door phere with the colored vigor of his to New York to purchase his winter;
A St. Louis woman has taken for her fifth husband, a man who has when he went
home, and he ses to language, and the jay walker gets stock of goods.
been married three times. They should get along fine having had so much hisself, me for the transum
ghastly as he remembers the hard
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of the pavement and the in Carlsbad and will continue four
t.perieuce.
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so
about
morning the consistency
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next nite he went to the front stoar crushing weig'ht of an automobile. The weeks. lndicatioh3 are that the at-- ;
Uncle Sam has just issued a neat little brochure on fattening calves,
walker is a nuisance, but one that tendance will be the
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largest ever. The
Uncle Sam ought to be authoiity. He has fattened a good many the last few;
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remarkably the last few
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Georgia,
really
him outside when the front stoar guj-- ,
a large force of
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known of that state's citizens, and years, requiring
The forecast says: "ine .Missouri river win tan, eligtitly. Gee, we witch anient happen to have gong the most highly honored, has struck teachers. Professor W. A. Poore, the
home j'et. herd him kickin
conductor of the Institute, will return
and for a
would not like to be under it.
salary of $15,000 a year from the
-- 0come a r.innin
Detroit baseball club. He'll get it, this week from a two months'
he grabbed peter by the Jee!. and too. That is as niuch as both of the
A rector in Pennsylvania has resigned to go into the chicken business.
Ha will have charge of a new flock as it were, and will pay attention to hun? on, with peter tryin to clime United States senators from Georgia
All legal blanks prepared according
oi.t
new lays.
get In a year's time, but probably
0
to the Statutes of New Mexico, new
just then a copper come along out- - tfcey get all they are worth.
V
used to hear about a man talking himself to death, but it really side, and he see peter's head and the
Let's see, who are the United State form, tor sale by the N,f
never happened till the dictagraph came into vogue.
top of him stickin out over th? tran- - States senators from Georgia,
any- - Mexican Printing Company.
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money-transmitti-

way? O, yes, there's the venerable
Augustus Bacon, who has been in the
senate some twenty-fivyears now-and never made a home run in his life,
and the other is Hoke Smith, isn't it?
He's only been there a little while but
I have a faint recollection of his having been in the cabinet of a man by
the name of Cleveland, who was once
prominent in our national affairs, but
Hoke never stole a base in all his life
and he has never done anything to put
him alongside of Tyrus Raymond Cobb
in the admiration and estimation of
his contemporaries, the people of the
old state of Georgia.

sum, and he grabbed him by the arms
the bull thought peter had a pal on
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the inside tryin to drag him in, and
the front store guy thought he had a
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tariff bills and this time 'he don't
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even need that flimsy, old excuse yeuse guys git together and frame it
about the tariff board, either.
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Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.

their way up the Pecos to the El
Faso Club house, from where they are
going to take some long camping
trips, expecting to visit the Truehas
Peaks and all that beautiful section
to the north of the Upper Pecos.
The big catches of the sason have
been made during the last week on
the Pecos.

remingo for the dance tomorrow,
turning to Valley Ranch tomorrow
night.
A large party from El Paso, among
them T. M. Wingo and his son, T. L.
Wingo, lT. S. Stewart, C. H. Leavell,
John L. Dyer, Paul A. Jette, Edgar
JIalstead, Van C. Wilson and S. M.
Scott, stopped at Valley Ranch today

Vailey Ranch Activities.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES.
1912.
Valley Ranch, X. M., Aug.
$1.25
$5.00 Daily, per quarter, by mail
Daily, per year, by mail
A party from Valley Ranch, among
$2.50Daily, per quarter, by carrier. .$1.50 them Mrs. .1. F. Miller and Miss Rutll
Daily, six months, by mail
in
1.00 Miller, arc spending a few days
2.00 Weekly, six months
Weekly, per year
50
Santa Fe, from which they expect to
Weekly, per quarter
visit Testique and the Indian Pueblo
today, with a side trip to Santo Do

It

NATIONAL
OF SANTA FE

Entered as Second Class Matte r at the Santo Fe Postofflce.

ON A FIRM FOUNDATION.

AUGUST 5, 1912.

MONDAY,

European Rate, $1.00 and up,
American Plan, $2.50 and up,

Meals, 50 Cents.
Rooms en suite with or without private bath.
Local and Long Distance Telephones in
rooms. Hot and cold running water, ,

steam heat, electric lights.

view-loft-

LARGE, FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.

The Montezuma Hotel

high-tone-

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

j

1

!

.w,.

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
Central Location.

THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.

Large Sample Rooms.

How About That Fire Insurance?
FULLY PROTECTED ?

IS YOUR PROPERTY

Think About It!
THE
GENERAL

--

MOULTON-ESP-

Then Act!

COMPANY

E

SANTA FE, N. M.

AGENTS,

i

0-

By

EDDY DELQADO, PROPRIETOR.
MANUFACTURER OF

MEXICAN

BLANKETS,

RUGS, PILLOW

TOPS, NAVAJO PATTERNS,

Both Native and Germantown Wool Used.
Orders Taken and Promptly Filled.

Send for Price List.
119 Don

AN UNUSUAL

Gaspar Avenue.

LIFE INSURANCE CONTRACT

THE RELIANCE FAMOUS

"

SELF SUSTAINING"

POLICY

t

a

n

'

ZARAPERIA MEXICANA,

The Most Liberal Proposition Written.
It is Self Sustaining After the Tenth Year.
It Has a Return Premium Provision.
It Has a Total Disability Clause. This Alone Is Worth the Price.
Let Us Explain It to You.
GENERAL AGENTS
&

HALL

Rooms With Bath,

....

HALL K00M2cnTbtlacity

$1.50 and $2.00 Per Day

THE ALBANY HOTEL
This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with bath.

AUGUST 5, 1912.

MONDAY,

?AGf SEVEN.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

HE SHOWED T. R. CANEBREAK BEARS-HE'LPRESIDE OUER BULL MOOSE
COP3UENTION.

5 SUMMER
TOURIST

L

--

BOY ORATOR" WHO
WILL BE BULL MOOSE

SO,

Helping a Woman

KEYNOTE SOUNDER

Ger.e.aKy means helping an entire family.
Her back ahes so she can hardly drag
arour-j-

i

.3
r!

if-;-

St. Louis,
$44.35

$50.35

St. Paul,
$50.35

r.

I

Colo. Springs,

Pueblo,

$18.15

$16.15

Denver,

$21.10
Salt Lake,
$40.00

San Diego,

$46.90

Oakland,

One way via Portland,

$55.90

$73.35

SPECIAL EXCURSION FARES.
One way via Portland

Oakland,

$40.55

$50.55

On

San Francisco,

San Francisco,

San Diego,

$67.50

sale August 29, 30, 31, Sept. 2,
Return limit, Oct. 31st,

3, 5, 6. 1912.
1912.
"THE

DARXDEST,

HAND-TO-HAN-

CAXEBRAKE

BOWIE-KNIF-

HUNTER AND DEMOCRAT"
LOW RATES TO MANY OTHER POINTS EAST AND WEST.

Low Summer Tourist Rates from Colorado and Other Eastern
Points to Santa Fe, New Mexico.
For further information call on or address,

H. S. LUTZ, Agent,

SANTA FE, N. M.

FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
t Santa Fe, X.
U. S. Land Office
Mex., July 23, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Chas.
A. Siringo, son and heir of Bridget
Siringo, who on June 11 190S, made
Homestead Entry No. 144SG, for Lot
NW
SW
Sec. 3, N
7; SW
Section 10, Township 1C N. Range 9
E., Area 140.70 acres X. M. Meridian,
has filed notice of intention to make
final Homestead 5 year proof, to establish claim to tine land above described, before V. S. Land Office at Santa
Fe, X. M., on the 12th day of September, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses: Geo.
S Tweedy of Santa
Fe, N. Mex.,
Ben Romero of Santa Fe, N. Mex.,
NOTICE

4

2

4

4

FOR SALE A lot or second hand
belting, hangers, pulleys, ana shafting; one 12 horse power and one 22
horse power Leffel Engine, tirst cla?
condition; one 40 horse power locomotive type boiler capable oi carrying
75 pounds of steam, pas :J upon
by
Boiler Inspector; radiators, steam
piping and valves; a 50 gallon gasoline tank, with other sundry items.
Any of these items will be sold cheap
if taken at once. If interested address the New Meviciu Printing ComMexico.
pany, Santa Fe. Xe

tax

SUMMER T HIST RATES
TO
All Stations East and West
FROM
Stations on the Denver & Rio Grande
IN EFFECT

June 1st to September 30th
Return Limit, October 31st.
Liberal Stopovers.
For information as to rates, reservations,
etc., call on or write to any D. & R. G. Agent or
W. D. Shea, T. F. & P. A., Santa Fe.

SUMMER
TOURIST
TICKETS
Sale

Until

Daily,

Sept. 30, 1912.

$50.35
$79.35

BOSTON,

ST. LOUIS,

$85.95
$44.35

BUFFALO,

ST. PAUL,

$69.85
$50.35

CLOSE CONNECTION AT TORRANCE
WITH THE

vALlrUlllMA
LOS ANGELES

Ooing via El Paso and Southern Pacific and relurninf
same route, or via A., T. & S. F.

and SAN

$46.90

D1F.G0,

SAN FRANCISCO,

$55.90

For fu tiler information address Eugene Fox, Gen'I
senger Ag :. !, & S. W. System, El Paso, Texas, or
H. A. COOtf

'J

General Manager N. M. C. R. R.,

;am3'ae.ii

1

bowie-knifdannlest,
canebrake hunter and democrat
hand-to-han-

e

ia
one John M. Parker. John
M. said "we all won't take
Booker
hunting, but we will show Teddy

NEWS OF THE STATE
NEWKIRK WAS PEEVED.
The editor of the Xews almost had
a tit Monday when he received an ofof
fer of 1,000 inches
advertising
from a Chicago firm, the price being
set at the extremely modest figure of
four cents per inch. Two hundred
lines of free reading matter was to
be "thrown in." The editor returned
the offer, marked "opened by mistake," and referred the would be advertiser to a local charitable association. Pecos Valley Xews.

ic views of the country and later will
go over to Aribi to be present at the

famous Snake Dance which takes
place sometime in August. They will
also paint various scenes from the
Snake Dance. Gallup Independent.

FINE INSTITUTE.
Today the most remarkable institute ever conducted in Taos county
closes, and tomorrow the examinations begin. Between fifty and sixty
teachers will write the examination,
and it is predicted by many who visited the session, that owing to the excellent work done this year, many of
the applicants will not only succeed
in securing certificates, but with the
inspiration afforded them by Mrs. Dixenthusiastic
on and Miss McKean's
labor and example, they will go out to(
their schools better teachers, and
more able to lift up the educational
standard of Taos county. Taos Recorder.

two-spo-

KENT Nicely funiish.vl
!1M Gaiisteo street.

licr.t

FOR SALE Two story rosidci.ee on
Palace avenue. Lot 60x210 feet. 0. C.
Watson k Co.
Elegantly Furntsned Rooms for Rent
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav- ng all modern conveniences, including
eivciuo kui, tiram ueui auu earns,
In the First National Bank building,
Apply to F. M. Jones.
TYPEWRITERS.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. Xew
Ribbons and suppintens furnished.
plies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and typewriters guaranteed.
Santa Fe Typiwritcr Exchange. Phono 231.
AXD
BOYS
CIRLS Earn good
money during vacation at pleasavit
work, boosting for Xew Mexico. Outfit free.
Write today for our offer.
Xew Mexico Magazine, Las Cruces,
.New Mexico.
Ofl.nflfl people to drink
WAXTED
the mineral, cool, clear water of the
Aztec Spring.
It can he procured
by applying to Mr. Henry Krick, who
furnishes same to all the leading saloons "and drug stores in the ci'y.
Why drink muddy water from the hydrant or pipes when you can drink
clear and beneficial water from the
Aztec Spring.
CAXDELARIO MARTINEZ,
PvTprietor.
1

FATHER AND MOTHER
Why do you force your child to play
the piano? You know it is a luxury
and a money spender and only for the
talented.
The typewriter is a necessity. Why not let your boy or girl
learn the Blindfold To ich Typewriting while their lingers are supple?
There's money in this for the children. It is their proudest
moment

when the are typewriting. Oh! what
a difference between the piano
And
the typewriting machine; when will
you wake up to this fact, mother?
To make a quick note of what a
speaker or preacher, or teacher is
saying or for a resolution at a club,
would you not like it for yourself,
mother? What would the other women say about you being able to do such
brainy and clever work? Even when
reading a hook you can make a
CORONADO.
It is not the kind of
K. B. Rich, Phoenix.
qiiok extract.
Frank Lasswell, Ft. Madison, Wis. shorthand that was taught eighty
H. Martinez, Albuquerque.
years ago when candles were being
A. E. Howe, Lawrence, Kans.
burned, for this is the modern elecMrs. Edwin Rogers, EI Paso.
tric system of reporting.
Invented
.Ino. R. Lyons. Floresville, Texas.
by the same man who gave the Shor.1. P. Gonzales,
thand that is used by almost every
Abiquiti.
J. C. Griffith, Santa Fe.
"hp in America at the present day;
Sir Isaac Pitman. The A. B. C. Short- MONTEZUMA.
hand was invented late in his life and
Mrs. Asa Martin, City.
given to seven of his pupils; ProfeH. C. Lawson, McGregar, Texas.
ssor Norton, now of Santa Fe, being
J. H. Wagner, Las Cruces.
one of the seven. He is here on beE. F. Ducharm, Deming.
half of an English society to train
L. M. Klaesson, Kansas City.
teachers so that they may carry on
C. J. Davis, City.
A boy or girl who
the good work.
X. F. LeSeur, Albuquerque.
learns Shorthand while in the grades
Ralph Guesl, Albuquerque.
is worth untold treasures, for it enE. R. De Baca, Albuquerque.
ables the child on leaving school to
G. R. Scbenke, C.Iorieta.
immediately earn money and not to
Fred H. Stone, Chicago.
he forced to attend another college
AV. Jj.
Okla.
Parks, Muscogee,
for two years; remember, these two
Hiram Bennett, Quincy, Mich.
mean the cost of board and
years
II. S. Pickard, Albuquerque.
room and not a cent income; alto- J. C. Kircher, Albuquerque.
get her a loss of at least $2,000.
J. F. Mullen, Albuquerque.
Mother, prove your judgment
and
Arthur P. Conroy, Denver.
come to the Santa Fe Business Col-- j
F. W. Kalb, Los Angeles.
lege right away. Tt is those resoluMrs. Xellie Arrelete, Ix)s Angeles.
tions put off that ruin the boy or
W. C. McDonald, City.
girl and carries a long regret which
T. J. Davidson, Xew Orleans.
lasts through life. WE SAY XOW.
Jas. W. Chaves and wife, City.
The question generally asked a few
Mrs. Armijo, City.
weeks ago was, "How long will the
Mrs. Benjamin, Albuquerque.
F. W. Drake, Hodges, X. M.
College remain open?" The answer,
S. R. Murphy, St. Joseph.
"Forever," has become popular. The
W. A. Bayer, St. Joseph.
question now asked, "How many puJack Lambaugh, St. Joseph.
pils are there?" The answer is 22.
I J. Chapman, Trinidad.
The next question
will be, "How
C. B. Hartley, Springer.
many pupils now?" The answer in
J. J. .larrell, Las Vegas.
one month will he. 30 and com-- I
M. C. Stewart, Carlsbad.
mencement of the Winter term, CO.
R. C. Marsick, Roswell.
That is good sound growth and proves
J. W. 'Shrader, Denver.
that the pupi's now attending are
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
Rogers,
being taught satisfactorily.
Paso.
The English society has promised
George K. Siddle and wife, City.
that when we have 100 pupils, they
Mrs. A. Holmes, City.
will build a college in Sonta Fe that
S. Burkhait, Albuquerque.
will be a credit to all concerned and
C. W. Cleveland, Albuquerque.
as money is no object, it all depends
Charles F. Andrews, Rochester, X. on the
support of pupils. Let everyY.
one try for the 100 pupi's, and have
F. S. Temploton, Denver.
the building early next spring. Every
F. C. Shelihart. Albuquerque.
pupil gets value for money and we
J. A. Conley, Raton.
say once more, COME IX AND SAY
J. J. Struller, Raton.
WHAT YOC CAN AFFORD WEEK-'LY- .
ALL Sl'IUKr-TTAUGHT.
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS
THE
TO OPEN SANITARIUM.
SANTA FE BUSINESS COLLEGE
The
Colorado Springs, Colo., Aug
Business University
of New Mexico.
to the opening of the anPrelimiry
i." r, ;
f
mini fnnvnnUnn v.,f iha
m..,,,., of It will not pay you to waste your
Columbus in this city tomorrow, the ttmfl
rtll, Vrtll lnnl fnrmi
directors today are considering sub.;when
can
ftem
J v
e tflk'pn nn hv tho
nrvlov
ed at the New Mexican
Printing
a:
Among these is the plan to found
Companyhome for tubercular members.

was learned that Mrs. Warren, the
had been for several
contractor,
months actively engaged in promot- Mrs. Warren
ing a similar project.
refused to be interviewed saying that
many important details were yet to
be arranged, but it was learned that
an option has been secured upon a
most desirable site and that plans and
specifications are under consideration.
Silver City Enterprise.

A PLAGUE ON THEM.
plague on the grasshoppers!
They have come down
upon Dona
Ana county in swarms whose numbers
are beyond tihe memory of the oldest
MOVIES FOR THE PECOS.
inhabitant. The dry weather has probXegotiations are now being conably contributed to their increase.!
ducted with the Selig moving picture
Their ravages in the gardens and
fields of the Mesilla valley are such
company of Chicago, with a view to
as to cause grave concern to ourj
having a company of actors and photofarmers for the loss occasioned by
graphers visit Roswell during the comthe depredations of these voracious
ing Pecos valley fair. It is very probable the picture men will come, as
insects is by no means slight. In some
the proposition has been considered
parts of the county, cabbages, squash- es, pumpkins, beans and other vege-- ;
by other concerns, when the fair was
not an added attraction. Roswell
tables have been entirely consumed,!
Xews.
while entire cornfields have been left
in shreds.
Alfalfa is suffering somewhat from the vigorous onset made
WILL HAVE HOTEL.
WILL PAINT INDIANS.
The article which appeared in a by these troublesome creatures. MeanS. Christion, R. W. Chaulr and Mrs.
Vandorf were members of a group ol recent number of a Silver City paper while the poultry thai is at liberty "on
New York artists who arrived in th relative to the erection of a large the range" is fattening to its heart's
content. Las Cruces Citizen.
city Saturday and on Jlonday were hotel or apartment house in this nit V
taken out in the Gallup Auto com- excited considerabel interest and inKEDZIE ON AUTOMOBILES.
pany car to Ganada where they will cidentally brought to light the fact
The ordinary automobile of comstop for a time and make some scen that this important matter was being
merce has its limitations.
In France
there has recently been constructed
automobiles that will run under wa
ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH ON WHEELS.
ter, which are to be used in fording
some of the streams in Africa. These
French machines have not been im-- !
ported, and the auto driver in this
country has found that he must re-- j
spect the limitations of the automobile, and not put them in mud so deep
and stiff that they cannot pull mil,'
and he must keep them out of water'
so deep that it drownR the engine.!
Jack McAlister was coming over from
Hurley this week, with his family in
a big Buick, similar to the one Sher-- '
iff McGrath drives, and it got stuck in
the mud near Separ, the battery be- came exhausted and could not pull
out. One of the party came to town,
got a team to bring the ladies in, and
the next day pulled the machine out
of the mud, with the aid of a good
team, new cells were put in. and the
machine went on to Duncan, working
as good as ever. Manager Stilson, of
the Knox agency, of El Paso, started
from that town for the Animas valley
Monday, with a Hudson, which he
bragged here recently, when telling
of his proposed trip, would buck any
of Ohio, city of Toledo,
hill, sand or mud in the country. He State
Lucas County. ss.
bucked some mud and water east of
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
Separ, his engine was drowned, and it
was Wednesday before he got to town. is senior partner of the firm of F. J.
Cheney & Co., doing business in the
Toledo, County and State
A CUERVO EPIC
res;Ud- will pay
that .aid
A woman appeared on the streets
0f
E HUNDRED DOL- of Cuervo Monday trying
to sell
f
T
books which she carried on her arm. .VAS. r.r. efach a"d
th
,b
The title of one of the books was,
uoc
nAIJiO CAldltKfl 11.111,
OUTSIDE VIEW OF THE "ST. PETER,'' AXlj' IXSIDE VIEW SHOWING "Xew Testament Primer."
She and
FRANK J. CHENEY.
THE CAR CHAPEL.
her husband and babe were traveling
Sworn to before me and subscribed
in
a
spring wagon drawn by a burro. in my presence this Cth day of Derailway car, "The
A Roman Catholic church in the form of an
After she had gone over
the town
cember, A. D., 1886.
St. Peter," will soon be doing missionary work in Idaho under the direction
she filled a bucket with water at S.
A. W. GLEASON,
of the Catholic Church Extension society.
(Seal)
P.
Morrison's
well
for
her
and
started
The St. Peter is a perfect little church and home for chaplain, car crew
Notary Public.
route
out
The interior is of camp but went the wrong
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internThe car is fitted much like a Pnllman.
and manager.
through Hicks and Jone's pasture. ally and acts directly upou the blond
Cuban mahogany.
The chapel contains 30 pews, holding two persons each, an organ, sanc- Her husband, who was at the camp, and mucous surfaces of the system.
was asked what hia wife was doing Send for testimonials, free.
tuary and altar, the stations of the cross and confessional.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.,
Back of the altar are living quarters for the chaplain and manager, a down in the pasture and he remarked
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
small combination dining and reading room, with a stateroom and bathroom that she was near sighted and would
often get turned around and not know
Take Hall's Family PiUs for
and at the extreme end is located the cabinette kitchen.
Four folding upper berths occupy space in the chapel near the entrance. the way back to camp when she got
A

....."
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GOLDEN STATE LIMITED
TAI IPHDMIA

White House and that not long before he had entertained at dinner
one Booker T. Washington.
At dinner, sah: So why should T. R. hunt
democrats, or friends, or even gents
without pistols and knives in Louisiana?"
But somebody insisted that there
were bears big b'ars, by Cosh! in
Louisiana, and T. R. began feeling his
way. Then some folks told him of Ihe

s

foi:
loom.

'

IN CONNECTION WITH THE NEW MEXICO CENTRAL
CHICAGO,
NEW YORK,

Col. T. Roosevelt thought
he was
some hear hunter, and so he was. He
had "rassled"' with the grizzlies in the
Rockies and hopped to the conclusion
that what he didn't know about bear
fiction.
hunting was nature-fakinThen a dear friend took the colonel
by the arm and led him back to the
White House.
'Tell me, colonel, have you ever
hunted bear in the Louisiana cane-- '

Xevas Romero of Santa Fe, N. Mex., brakes?"
T. R. hadn't.
Neit'hor had he huntSamuel Failor of Santa Fe, N. Mex.
ed democrats in Louisiana.
Bear in
MANUEL R. OTERO,
mind, when you think of Louisiana
Register. 'democrats, that T. R. was still in ihe

On

IP inniod loose to
;e a town.
for her
she beaded tolowing
V
ward the ramp.
When in town she said her husband
had stomach trouble and that they
Former Senator Albert .1. Beveridge were traveling for his health, but he
of Indiana, who nominated President looked stouter than she did ami
Taft four years ago, temporary chair- could see well.
He wis 'ooking afman of progressive convention which ter the baby and cooking some bread
meets at Chicago today.
while she was .vandcriiig around in
ihe cow pasture. Fue drew water for
did.
he
and
something,"
So why do you wonder that John M. the burro in town while her man was
and canebrake in camp. She sure seemed to be a
rarker, democrat,
under adverse circumstances
hunter, is to be permanent chairman h.istler
impressed
of the Bull Moose national convention but no one was favorably
with the man.
Such is life fu the
at Chicago?
Parker, besides being death on bear west. Cuervo Clipper.
in a canebrake, is total destruction
on political bosses. He likes a politic
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
al boss in Louisiana a little less than
rattlesnakes. Just recently he brought
PALACE.
his
campaign to a finish by
W. Lindardt, City.
machine
demolishing the democratic
J. J. liurke, Denver.
that had ruled the state since the
Ii. .1. Clarke, Des Moines.
war. He nominated Luther E. Hall
Harris Walthall, Kl i'aso.
governor on a platform of four words:
Ttios. X. W'ilkerson, Albuquerque.
"'Down with the bosses!"
Miss Bryan, Pajarito.
lliere
down
The democratic party
S. S. Mler, Denver.
was wholly in the grip of the machine
K. C. Klainan, Denver.
and the state republican party isn't
W. li. Taylor, City.
even a
Parker organized the
Laura !. Martin, Albuquerque.
raiic
d( mo(
league
good government
K. S. Jones, Kansas City.
a
to
and heat the regular democrats
J'. D. McKlroy. Las Vegas.
pulp. So Parker really knows some(!. G. Lee, Dallas.
All of
thing about "third parties.'"
Frank M. Kahl, San Diego.
which adds to his eligibility as permaMr. and Mrs. George Ham, City.
nent chairman of the Bull Moose conDr. Small, City.
vention.
Allan Curtis, Denver.
Before he started out to down the
W. A. Lierner. Chicago.
bosses Parker was known in the south
A. S. lyong. Las Vegas.
an a wealthy cotton broker and plantHector Klliott, Los Angeles.
er. He was born at Bethel Church,
W. B. Walton, Silver City.
in
Or
ISO", removing to Xew
Miss.,
D. D. Drafer, Albuquerque.
leans 20 years later.
R. K. Twitehell, Las Vegas.
Chas. Springer, Cimarron.
C. C. Ilolbrook, Alamosa.
H
considered in various quarters.
anti-bos-

Visit the Grand Canyon of Arizona

Liberal Stop Over Privileges.

'

-

On sale daily, to September 30th.
Return limit, Oct. 31st.

Los Angeles,

xa

ail these

hoi-an-

San Francisco,

San Francisco,

'.

'

Foley
Kidney Pills

Oil

CALIFORNIA.

Los Angeles,

and she

ailments
will disappear. She will
1'. li lv
A
soon recover her strength,
yP' and healthy activity for
i
Foley Kidney Pills are
healing, curative, strengthening and tonic,
i medicine for all Kidney, Bladder and
'rinary Diseases that always cures.
.or sale by ill druggist.

SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.
Chicago,

edj?;e

Rheumaiic Fairs and Lumbago rack her
body. But, let ber take

RATES
EAST AND WEST

Her nerves are on

riar.il wi:d. Headache and Sleepless-les- s
unfit her for the care of her family.

Pas-

SANTA FE, N. M

all-ste-

KANSAS

CITY. MO.

'
AND

RETURN.

$26.30
24th Ati nualCDrivention
LOYAL ORDER OF MOOSE

August 19th to 23rd, 1912.,
Dates of Sale, August I6th to 19th.
Return Limit, Aug. 31st, 1912.

SANTA FE ALL THE

WAY

AGENT,
H.S.LUTZ,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

f'AGE EIGHT

the

home

NATURE'S ESSENCE

of

Quality Groceries

Extracted from Forest Plants.

Dr. PSerss's Pleasent Pellets are for liver ilia.

ia it3 early stages Catarrh is a most distressing complaint,

its symptoms of stuffy teeling in the head and nose, roaring be-in
the ears, mucus ia the throat, difficult breathing, eta When the blood
comes thoroughly polluted with catarrhal matter the inflammation extends
VETERAN
OF SOUTHERN
MI?J3
to flie bronchial tubes, causing hoarseness and often an aggravating cough,
SANTA FE COUNTY tlEJ AT GOLDEN
the stomach is affected, resulting in dyspepsia, loss of appetite, and grad
ui tiie uuuy ucuemc
AND BODY BROUGHT HERE F03 BUSiAL
ually all tne mucousismeniDranes
blood disease
a
diseased. Catarrh
and must be treated constitutionally; it is beyond
the reach of local treatment. Only temporary relief
Jarres N. Lin as. veteran mining
can ever be had from the use of sprays, washes, etc.
man of southern Santa re county,
S. S. S. cures Catarrh by cleansing the blood of all
who died last week near tVhde-- was
buildimpure catarrhal mattei and at the same time
buried from the
clftipel
xnto the
dowa
It
entire
goes
the
system.
ing up
at 2 o'clock this afternoon.
His body
circulation and removes all impurities. Then as
was brought here Saturday.
Mrs.
through the body,
pure, nourishing blood circulates
Nellie M. Anchilo, n only daughter,
the inflamed membranes heal, all discharges cease
arrived last night from San Francis and
ect catarrn; cure
every symptom of Catarrh passes away. Don't neg
Serco, Cal., to attend the funeral.
with S. S. S. as thousands have done. Book on Catarrh and any medical
it
vices were conducted by Rev. B. C. advice free.
JHE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, CA.
of
deep-seate-

d

Akcrs-Wagn-

Cher sjicci.ilijts on stomach and cii restive orcans. isona seemeuI to uo
wroto
any cow' -- in fact, most of the medicines di'l me harm, I Hnaily,
Pierct. hntt'-.i- o, N. Y who noli;'d, stalinc thut hart liver
to
imiiirestmn and constipation, and advitea Dr. Pierce's Goiden
tVPets.'
lueaica! Discovery and 'I'lcawmt
. ,
" The ' iJi.coverv ' and ' t'oliets,' have put me on my feet acram
seemed lobe just what 1 needed. 1 could not huve recovered without them."

V:luah3, Esq.

What is the difference between
prlzo fiaht ana our meat shop?

m

Doctor Pierce's Golden Medie&l Discovery.

PJ

Even

AUGUST 5, 1912.

knovm by

It took Dr. Pierce, with the cssistance of two liarasi chemists, ehi years of
hard work experimenting to make this pure glyceric; extract aad cileraiivc of the
greatest efficiency and without the use of a particle of rUuoliol.
Just tne sort ot remedy you n cu iv irui.o ncti, reu
otacrve exhaustion.
Hood, and cure that lassitude en I
IV. Pierce's Golden Medical Liscovcrv b?rs the stamp of
Public Approval end has soK! r;,r: icrJ'.c'.y in t'.c past forty
y:ars than anv o'.htr blood pvr:Xtt n::d slocatfl Onto.
storricfi seemed to bo the
"Semi time ao I rot cut of
Williams, f Uelleville, Kaiis.
of the trouble," wriu-- Mh.
rctcommcnneil
to doctor vith a:! ttio u.Klora r.t noma as wen as win

9 "

QQNTjmGZEzremmi

i(!S!ED TOOA

wild-cherr- y

I

LUCAS IS

JAMES

Nature's laws are perfect, hut disease follows if these laws ere not obeyed.
Go straight to nature for the cure, to the forest; there are mysteries here that we
tree, the root of mandrake,
can fathom for you. Take the bark of Ihe
stone, Oregon grope root, queen's root, bloDdroot and go'den seal, make a scienextract of them with just the riht proportion anil you have
tific,

MONDAY,

-

the Grand
MeCullough and members
held military services at the
M''- Lucas was a veteran
cenleter5'.
jot tne civil war, serving throughout
the war as a private soldier.
He was
in many of the most important battles
of those stormy days.
Mr. Lucas was 7f years old and had
resided in this couvtry for 215 years.
To the many friends who knew him
wel', there was something almost pathetic in his ceaseless search for gold
which he always declared would some
day be found in southern Santa Fe
county. He had a number of claims
near Golden and Cerrillos and he took
ul gu,u "l ""'vuo

,

sjuArmy

At the prize fight you see rounds of
pound, but here you see pounds of
round!

PORTERHOUSE

and SIRLOIN

sat down talk, full of most excellent advice and
devotional
and
waiting simply
hold their monthly
LOCAL MENTION
Short Steak, Flank,
The conversation flowed exhibiting the spirit of the loyal boostinformally.
business meeting at the home of Mrs.
The judge said some words in
along in lines of sociability and good er.
Stevenson on Hillside avenue tomor-- I
Round Steak, Pork Steak,
As these de- praise of the work of the chamber of
fellowship prevailed.
row afternoon at 2: oil.
fuin
That's About
continue
WEATHER FORECAST.
the
lightful
235
for
commerce and closed with a plea
gatherings
Two rooms for rent. Inquire at
ture the 'hotel proprietors will meet aetiye, consistent,
Aug. 5. New
Denver, Colo.,
concentrated acEast Falace avenue.
The Way They Rank !
V Mexico: Tonight
the occasions wilh a promptness that tion.
and Tuesday
Dance. On Thursday
will detain no business man beyoad
fair; not much change in tern- The Mere Mention
in the assembly room of the
It was decided to hold
the time he feels he can afford to
X evening,
perature.
noon
public library, the August dance will
at the noon hour, and the meet- luncheons thereafter on Monday
spend
Of The Above Choice Cuts
take place under the auspices of t',i
ings will grow in both pleasure and
It will be
Woman's Board of Trade.
STATESMEN
TURKISH
Should Bring
value.
a
It was
good feed and the
Tonight, at the Elks,
a most delightful social occasion.
ARGUE WITH PISTOLS,
spirit of the guests was in sympathy
Fight Pictures. Don't miss them.
Rooms for Rent
with the whole movement.
Post-HasteThe Improved Ideal Nail Clippers; Elegantly Furnished
!
You
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav-As the subject of further gat'hertngs
Constantinople, Aug. 5. The cham23c at GOEBELS.
in g all modern conveniences,
of
vote
a
of
ber
of
passed
was
kind
considered
this
the
deputies
today
gen
Whatever your doctor prescribes
steam heat and ll""-s- eral sentiment seemed to hp toward want of confidence in the Turkish
How 'Gccd They'll Taste!
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Appetizing,

Gratifying

Satisfying
Meals
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Plaza Market Co.

NEW CARLOAD OF
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Contractors
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HAVE YOUR WATCH
OCCASIOXALLV
WATCH will run without

CLEANED

A
ery

oil or cleaning longer than
any other piece of machin-

but it needs both

occasion-all- y.

ft
If you will consider that the rim of
the balance wheel i ravels over fifteen
miles a day, you will not grudge your
watch a speck of oil and a cleaning
tipce a year.
It will increase the
H e and
accuracy nf your watcJl
your watch with us

Watches
and
Clocks.
j

" Time Pieces That Are
Reliable."

Witch Hazel and Almond Cream.
You may be in the pictures shown
See them.
a. the Elks tonight.
J. Oritz. the overland storm, was
seen in action yesterday at the Col-- '
lege grounds on a hundred yard dash
with H. Dufflemeyer,
the cyclone
Mr. Ortiz won by a short dis- kid.
he
He showed
tance of 15 feet.
could win by a longer advance and
also showed the people of Santa Fe
his skill in running. Mr. Ortiz is con
sidered one of the fastest runners in
Santa Fe.

Santa Fe Hardware

&

Supply Company

AT THE CLARENDON GARDEN
Located One Block East from

Old

San Miguel Church.

Phone Black 12.
Down

Town

Stand

R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.
Drug Store.

ii Butt Bros.'

tiiriLSS
fauou

It seems as though every man in
this town should know about the
goodness of our Nathon Shirts
we sell so many of tnem. We've
the most refined and the hand-some- st
SHIRTS that you can
imagine. They're beauties!

wsj

s"poMimr

or

l.ot

iv e

Neat STRIPES, FIGURED Madras,
Percale, Muslineand linens
More patterns than YOU
care to see. All new. $1.25,
$1.50, $1.75 $2.00 $3.50.

THE COAT SHIRT.

DRESS SHIRTS.

Easy to get into and easy to get out of. A great favorite with a
great many men. vve nave a splendid line of these SHIRTS and we'll
simply say that very few men who have ever tested the Coat Shirt are
willing to take any other style.

nPFSS SHIRTS that fit nerfectlv. are alwavs annreciated
We've all the correct models of Dress Shirts. Made
by special maker that knows now to make tnem correctly, it you nave
been having trouble with you Dress Shirts Sir, we offer your relief.

Honfe of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes.

PI

am

11

I

by Society Men.

NATHAN SALMON

